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Summary 

Several new display technologies, e.g. plasma-display panels (PDP) and LCD-TV, are 
emerging in the consumer market. These flat displays require specific digital processing, 
like de-interlacing, gamma correction, etc. In addition, there is a trend towards the imple
mentation of video signal processing on programmable architectures. A promising can
didate for such an architecture is Philips' TriMedia processor. 

In this document the performance of current TriMedia (TMI100fTM1300) is evaluated 
when applied for plasma-display related signal-processing. In addition, we describe an 
experimental platform. This platform enables us to execute our algorithms on real hard
ware. In conclusion, a TriMedia-based architecture for a digital signal-processing board 
for PDP is proposed. 

The experimental platform that we developed for our experiments has proven to be very 
useful. The system enabled us to display real-time video material on Fujitsu 42" plasma
display panels. In addition, we could evaluate the performance (both computational and 
visual quality) of different flavours of several processing functions. The proposed Tri
Media-based architecture for a digital processing board for PDP will offer even more 
performance and flexibility. 

Mainly due to high data-rates, most PDP processing functions are currently not good 
candidates for a software implementation in a final product. With the next generation 
TriMedia 64-bit VLIW CPU a full software implementation will be feasible for a serious 
signal-processing chain. 
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1 Introduction 

This document is a graduate thesis. It is the result of a graduation project carried out at 
the Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven during the period april 1999 till february 
2000. The aim of the project is a performance evaluation of the current generation of 
Philips' TriMedia processor (TMI100) when applied for video signal processing related 
to plasma-display panels (PDP). 

This document contains the same information as a Philips confidential document [15]. A 
few small sections which are 'Company Confidential' are not included in this version. 
These deleted sections mainly contain information on implementation details of algo
rithms. 

Currently, we see that several new display technologies, for example plasma-display 
panels and LCD-TV, are emerging in the consumer market place. These different types 
of flat displays each require specific video processing functions, like scaling, gamma 
correction and dithering. 

On the other hand, there is a trend towards the implementation of video processing func
tions on programmable architectures. This is driven by the need for flexibility and the 
preference for a common platform instead of dedicated solutions. A promising candidate 
for such a programmable architecture is Philips' TriMedia processor. 

Both observations, as stated above, and our decision to focus on plasma-display panels 
lead to the goal of the project: To investigate to what extent the current generation Tri
Media processor is suitable to perform plasma-display related video processing func
tions. 

In the next section we give a brief introduction to the TriMedia architecture. More infor
mation about this processor can be found in the TriMedia documentation set[l]. 

The subject of Section 3 is the operating principle of plasma displays. First, we briefly 
describe the physics. Second, the principle of image reproduction on these type of dis
plays is discussed. 

Section 4 describes the most fundamental processing functions required for PDP. All 
these processing functions were actually mapped on TriMedia. 

In Section 5 we describe the hardware and software of the experimental system, which 
consists of a TriMedia board, an interface board and a PDP. This system enables us to 
demonstrate the algorithms and to measure their performance in a real-time environ
ment. 

The implementation details of the algorithms that were mapped onto TriMedia are the 
subject of Section 6. Also the performance numbers are discussed here. 

In Section 7 we propose an architecture of a digital processing board. This proposal is 
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based on the outcome of the study. The architecture consists of TriMedia processors 
combined with Ahera PLD devices. This flexible architecture should serve future needs 
of the research department. 

We end this document with some conclusions and recommendations in Section 8. 
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2 The TriMedia architecture 

The architecture of the current generation TriMedia processors, as shown in Figure 1, 
comprises a Very Long Instruction Word CPU core with data and instruction cache, a 
global bus (called data highway), and a set of dedicated co-processors. Most co-proces
sors perform I/O related tasks, whereas a few others perform dedicated processing tasks, 
e.g. variable length decoding for MPEG2 video. The major part of the data processing is 
done in software on the VLIW core. 

CCIR6011656 
YUV4:2:2 

38 MHz (19 Mpixlsec) 

Stereo digital audio 
12S DC-100kHz 

2141618 ch, digital audio 
12S DC·l00 kHz 

12C bus to 
camera. etc, 

Huffman decoder 

"::::::::?:::Y Slice-at-a-time 
:'~2iI2S1~~F0Fjj2ij:':2i':':22 MPEG-l & 2 

CCIR6011656 
YUV4:2:2 
80 MHz (40Mpixlsec) 

V,34 oriSON 
Front End 

Down & up scaling 
YUV->RGB 
50Mpixlsec 

PCI(32 bits. 33 MHz) 

Figure 1: Architecture of the current generation TriMedia processors 
(TMIOOO, TMllOO, and TM1300). 

Both the co-processors and the instruction set are geared to the domain of media process
ing, which comprises the following application areas: 

• Data communication 

• Audio/video processing and coding 

• Graphics 

The performance of a VLIW core strongly depends on the extent of exploitation of the 
parallelism offered by the architecture. We can identify parallelism at two different lev
els in the TriMedia core. First, being a VLIW machine, the core is equipped with five 
issue slots. This means that a single instruction contains up to five operations, which are 
issued in paralleL Second, the TriMedia core features a set of DSP operations or vector 
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operations. These operations feature Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) parallel
ism: The operands are split up into separate elements (four bytes or two 16-bits operands 
in case of TMl100). In video processing, for instance, each byte can contain a pixel 
value. 

L-______________ +-__ ~~+ 

'-------------+-----..{+ 

'--------------------------!+ 

Four full-precision 
10-bit signed sums 

Figure 2: An example of a TMll00 DSP operation: DSPUQUADADDUI_ 

Figure 2 gives an example of a DSP operation. This operation computes four separate 

sums of the four pairs of corresponding bytes of rsrc 1 and rsrc2 _ The bytes in rsrc 1 

are considered unsigned values; the bytes of rsrc2 are considered signed. The four sums 

are clipped to the range [0 ... 255], thus the result rdest is unsigned. 

2.1 Software optimization process 

'Optimizing a program on TriMedia is very much an art today. A document on a subject 
so complex also necessarily reflects the author's personal opinion. The suggestions 
given here should not be taken as hard andfast rules but with a grain of salt. There is an 
exception for every rule on TriMedia.' 

This quote from the 'TriMedia Programmer's Cookbook' [2] tells us that there is no such 
thing as a clear and simple recipe for TriMedia software optimization. However, in the 
following we give an impression of the most fundamental steps in this process. 

Application programming for TriMedia is usually done in the C language. A powerful 
optimizing C-compiler is available for the TriMedia processor. In most cases, however, 
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additional manual optimization is required to achieve a satisfactory efficiency level. 
Basically, optimizing an algorithm comes down to exploiting the potential parallelism of 
the CPU core. 

The first step in the optimization process is based on common sense. Only a few func
tions of the C-program consume most of the instruction cycles. In general, these are the 
data processing functions. Only these functions require optimization. The remainder of 
the program can be disregarded. 

After this first step, we need to reduce the number of operations. The loop bodies of the 
compute-intensive functions are examined carefully. All un-necessary calculations are 
removed. Calculations which can be performed elsewhere at a lower rate are moved out
side the loop. In addition, the code is vectorized wherever possible by applying the spe
cial DSP operations of TriMedia (see Figure 2). Data is fetched from memory as 32-bit 
words (also called vectors) which reduces the number of load/store operations. 

Finally, the Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) has to be improved. The ILP indicates 
how many issue slots are effectively used on average. For a five-slot VLIW core the 
maximum ILP equals five. There are several techniques for improving the ILP. In 
essence, data-dependencies are removed and loop overhead is reduced. Data dependen
cies are removed by using restricted pointers and by applying software pipelining. A 
common technique for reducing the loop overhead is loop unrolling. The details of these 
techniques are discussed in [3] which describes the optimization of a de-interlacing algo
rithm. Additional information can be found in the 'TriMedia Programmer's Cook
book' [1]. 
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3 Plasma-display panels 

This section gives an impression of the physics of PDP and the principles behind picture 
reproduction on these types of displays. 

3.1 Plasma panel structure 

Front glass plate (PD200) 
Display Electrode (ITO) 
Bus electrode (CrCuCr) 
Dielectric layer 
Protection layer (MgO) 

Assembly (NeXe fill) 

Phosphors (R, G, B) 
Barrier ribs 
Dielectric layer 
Address electrode (Ag) 
Rear glass plate (PD200) 

Scan Sustain 

r·~::~~:::'I~~trode 

~:tz~:r·" 
layer r 

LColumn 
electrode 

Figure 3: Basic structure of a PDP (left) and basic AC plasma cell (right). 

The basic structure of an AC-plasma display is shown in Figure 3. The rear glass plate 
contains vertical electrodes, covered by a dielectric layer, and three different types of 
phosphor for colour reproduction. The front glass plate contains horizontal electrodes 
also covered by dielectric layers. The glass plates are joined together, leaving a small 
space in between, and sealed vacuum. The electrodes form an orthogonal grid, and the 
space between back and front plate is filled with a gas mixture. This mixture can be 
Helium or Neon mixed with 3 to 10 percent Xenon. The columns are separated by barrier 
ribs to avoid crosstalk and to support the vacuum. 

If a voltage is applied over such a gas mixture which exceeds the so-calledfiring voltage, 
an avalanche effect called plasma discharge is initiated. During this discharge, the gas 
atoms emit photons in the ultra-violet domain. This light is converted to visible light by 
means of the red, green and blue phosphor. Because of the dielectric layers (capacitive 
coupling) the current is limited such that a catastrophic arc is avoided. 

A single discharge cell is formed by the intersection of two horizontal electrodes with 
one vertical electrode (see Figure 3). By applying the correct voltage-sequence to the dif
ferent electrodes of the panel the discharge of each individual cell can be controlled 
hereby enabling picture reproduction on a PDP. 

3.2 Picture reproduction on plasma panels 

For conventional cathode-ray tubes the light output can be controlled by modulating the 
voltage which is applied to the electron gun. In this way, different intensity levels can be 
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easily generated. This, in combination with scanning the surface of the screen in the hor
izontal and vertical direction enables picture reproduction. For plasma display panels, 
things are more complicated. Light is only generated by a cell if the plasma is ignited. 
So, the pixels of a PDP can only emit a certain amount of light caused by a discharge or 
no light at all. Therefore, modulation in time is used for gray-scale reproduction on a 
PDP. 

Erase Address 
1:··"";:····1 

Sustain 
_ Pi,elsof! 

c::J Pixels on 

Figure 4: A simple sub field scheme using 3 subfields with binary weights. 
Eight different grey values can be generated. 

Figure 4 shows the principle of generating different grey levels as used for PDP. Assume 
that eight different grey-levels are to be displayed. Each grey level can be represented by 
a 3-bit binary code: 000 (black) till 111 (white). Now, a frame period (20 ms for 50 Hz 
video) is divided into three subfields and each bit is assigned to one of the subfields; bit 2 
(most significant) to subfield 2, bit 1 to subfield 1 and bit 0 (least significant) to subfield 
O. Note, that for a binary code the contribution (or weight) of a single bit to the coded 

grey value equals 2i , in which i denotes the bit position. 

Each subfield consists of three different phases: 

1. Erase 
All plasma cells are erased at once. The charge in the cells is removed completely. 

2. Address 
Plasma cells are primed. During this phase charge is stored in the cells which should 
emit light in the next phase (sustain). The cells are selected row-at-the-time using the 
scan electrode while voltage levels on the columns determine the on/off condition. 

3. Sustain 

8 

During this phase light is generated. An AC voltage is applied to the scan and sustain 
electrodes of all rows together. The applied voltage plus the charge stored in the cells 
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during the previous phase is sufficient to reach the firing voltage. Only the primed 
cells will discharge and produce light. The total number of light flashes (2 iN) gener
ated during this phase is proportional to the weight of the bit which is assigned to the 
current subfield. 

The human visual system is not capable of following all these sudden changes in inten
sity. It integrates the light output such that the correct grey value is perceived. Note, that 
it is not required to use binary weights for the subfields. It is quite cornmon to use more 
complicated subfield schemes in particular for the reproduction of video on PDP. 
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4 Signal processing for PDP 

In this chapter we describe the signal processing steps required for the reproduction of 
video signals on plasma displays. Still a lot of research and advanced development is 
carried out in this area. It is a complex system in which many factors determine the per
formance of the complete signal-processing chain. Some of these factors are: brightness, 
contrast, colour depth, motion portrayal, and flicker. Optimization of the system for one 
of these factors usually implies that the performance degrades with respect to one (or 
some) of the other factors. 

In the next section we focus on the fundamental processing steps. In Section 4.2 some 
new processing functions are described which can further improve the performance of 
plasma-display panels: partial line doubling and motion-artefact reduction. All func
tions discussed in this section were addressed in the TriMedia performance evaluation. 

4.1 Basic processing functions 

Figure 5 shows the basic signal-processing chain for the reproduction of video on a PDP. 
The function blocks enclosed by the dashed box, labelled 'Display module', are usually 
included in the display module. Currently, there is a trend to include more and more 
functionality in the display module. 

In the following the function blocks with a grey background are discussed. The blocks 
'Tuner' and 'Colour decoder' are excluded, since they are not considered to be PDP spe
cific. 

::',>YUV 
, . . . . . . . 

:::::Gamma:::: 
:: C9r.r~ctjc)ri: 

., .. , ........ . .. , .......... . 

... " ........ . . . . . . . . , . . . , . .... ,., ..... , 

Colour 
decoder 

---------~------------ ----- -~---, , 

...... , ... ........... . 

""""" . ........ , ... 

Tuner 

---- -------------------1 

, , , 
, ' 
~ - -Display module- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --: 

Figure 5: Basic processing chain for the reproduction of video on a PDP. 

4.1.1 De-interlacing 

If a standard video signal is to be displayed on a PDP the problem of scan-rate conver
sion arises. Video signals from any common source comply to a transmission standard, 
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e.g. PAL or NTSC. However, most PDP do not accept such a signal. There are two major 
differences: 

1. The number of active pixels and lines as defined by a transmission standard does not 
have to match the number of pixels of a PDP. For instance, the PAL standard defines 
720 active pixels per line and 576 active lines. A common resolution for PDP is 
852x480 pixels. 

2. Current transmission standards define interlaced scanning of the video; each frame 
consists of two fields, in which the first field contains the odd lines and the second 
field contains the even lines. Most PDP, however, only accept progressive data; no 
fields, only frames which contain all lines. 

Horizontal and vertical sample-rate conversion is required to match the resolution of the 
incoming video signal to the resolution of the display. However, we decided not to 
include sample-rate conversion in the TriMedia study. 

There are many different approaches to the conversion of interlaced to progressive video 
data. This function is called de-interlacing. An effective and relatively simple de-inter
lacing algorithm is based on a median filter. Figure 6 illustrates how this algorithm 
works. 

Figure 6: Principle of a de-interlacing algorithm based on a median filter. 

A progressive frame is constructed by calculating and inserting the missing lines in a 
field. The pixels of the missing lines are computed by taking the median value (the 'mid
dle' value) of three spatially adjacent pixels in the vertical direction; two pixels of the 
current field and one pixel of the previous field. 

4.1.2 Colour space conversion 

The output of a colour decoder usually provides a colour video signal by means of three 

separate signals: Y, V and V. The main reason for this format is a historical one; com

patibility between colour and black and white television. The luminance signal Y can be 
interpreted as a black and white version of the video signal. The so-called colour differ-
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ence signals U and V contain the colour information. To reduce transmission band

width, the spatial resolution of U and V is lower than the spatial resolution of Y. 

Most displays, including PDP, require red, green and blue signals at their inputs. The 

process of converting YUV signals to RGB signals implies spatial up-conversion of the 
colour difference signals to the grid of the luminance signal. Subsequently, a matrix mul

tiplication is applied to the YUV signals to obtain the RGB signals. 

Equation 1 gives the coefficients of the colour space converter of the TriMedia TMI100 

Image Co-Processor (ICP). This unit is also capable of up-sampling the U and V signals 

to the grid of the Y signal. 

r~] (1) 

4.1.3 Gamma correction 

In the beginning of the television era the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) was by far (and at 
this moment, it still is) the most important type of display device used for video repro
duction. The physics of the electron gun of the CRT impose a relationship between volt
age input and light output. The intensity of light reproduced at the face of the screen is 
proportional to the voltage input raised to the power of about 2.3 to 2.6. This relation is 
depicted in Figure 7. 

0<9 < < 

0<8 

! 07 

1 ! 0.6 

15 
~M 
0 

~ j 04 

~ 
.lI'O.3 
.J 

0<2 

0.1 

0 
0 0<1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0<7 0.8 

Video slgnallnpul (normalized) 

Figure 7: Light intensity output of a CRT as afunction of 
the video signal input (y = 2.5). 

The process of pre-compensating for this non-linearity by computing a voltage signal 
from an intensity value is referred to as anti-gamma correction. In conventional video 
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systems, gamma correction is accomplished by analog circuits at the camera. In this way 
no additional circuits are required for a CRT -based television receiver, hereby reducing 
costs. 

The method of picture reproduction on a plasma display, as described in Section 3.2, 

implies a linear gamma transfer-function for these displays I, In the case of standard 
video signals applied to a PDP the image is displayed too bright in particular in the 
darker areas. So, it is required to compensate for the gamma pre-compensation. This 
process is referred to as gamma correction. 

4.1.4 Error diffusion and dithering 

Coincidentally, the CRT voltage-to-intensity function is nearly the inverse of the lumi
nance-to-lightness relationship of human vision. Digitizing a luminance signal (which is 
gamma pre-compensated) into discrete levels results in a digital code which is nearly the 
optimal code to minimize quantization noise. In practice, only 8-bits are required to rep
resent video data of studio quality in this perceptually uniform space. 

For PDP, however, we are not operating in this convenient uniform space after the 
gamma correction has been applied to the video signals. In fact, about 10 to 12 bits are 
required at the output of the gamma function to maintain video data of high quality. An 
additional problem with PDP systems is that a higher number of bits leads to more sub
fields. In addition, due to time constraints, the number of subfields that can be displayed 
per frame period is limited. 

This raises the following question: How to reproduce digital video with an accuracy of 
10 to 12 bits on a display which has a colour depth of only about 6 to 8 bits? Several 
algorithms have been developed to solve this problem. Two important algorithms, that 
have been taken into consideration in our study, are Floyd-Steinberg error-diffusion and 
dithering with noise. 

14 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXPAOOOOOO 
OOOOODCBOOOOOO 
00000000000000 

A: 7/16 of the error 
B: 1/16 of the error 
C: 5/16 of the error 
D: 3/16 of the error 

Figure 8: Parameters of Floyd-Steinberg error-diffusion. Pixels marked X are 
already processed, P is the current pixel. The error from pixel P is 

apportioned to pixels A - D. 

special subfield schemes can include gamma correction at the cost of a reduction of the number of colours. 
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Figure 8 illustrates the operating principle of the Floyd-Steinberg error-diffusion algo

rithm. The algorithm scans through the picture line by line. Each pixel, for the R , G and 

B component, is rounded to the nearest available grey value of the display. The error 
resulting from this rounding operation is apportioned to the neighbouring pixels to the 
right and below the current pixel. If a pixel is darkened (its value is rounded down
wards), the neighbouring pixels are brightened. The result is that the average brightness 
of larger areas is equal to the desired brightness. More information about the algorithm is 
available in [4], 

Contineous 
grey level 

input: x 
1M bits] 

~ 
(Pseudo) random 
noise: d [N bits] 

Dithered 
grey level 
output: y 
[(M-N) bits] 

Figure 9: Diagram of a simple noise-dither algorithm. 

A very simple, but in some cases effective, form of dithering uses a noise signal. This 
method works by adding a random dithering value to the pixel prior to truncation. The 
dither is added to the portion which will be truncated. The carry from this add will occa
sionally propagate into the most significant portion of the pixel value before truncation. 
The carry from the add thus dithers the displayed value. The performance of this method 
can be further improved by shaping the noise to the higher region of the frequency spec
trum. The higher frequency spectral distribution of the shaped noise (also called blue 
noise) is more visually pleasant for the human visual system. See Appendix A for more 
information about literature on dithering algorithms. 

4.1.5 Subfield generation 

Two final processing steps are required prior to driving the display: 

First, for each pixel it has to be determined which subfields should be turned on. In the 
case of subfields with binary weights (and no special tricks such as subfield duplication, 
see Section 4.2.2) there is a one-to-one relation between the individual bits of the pixel 
value and the subfields. In other situations a conversion from binary to non-binary 
weights is necessary. This can be easily implemented by means of a look-up table. 

Second, a PDP reproduces an image by means of 'bit-planes'. This implies that the video 
information should be stored in memory organized as bit-planes. Hence, a bit-transpose 
operation is applied to the data to obtain these bit-planes. The bit-transpose operation is 
shown in Figure 10. 
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Sbit 

x[O) 

xll) 

x[2] ~ One of the input bit-vectors 

x[3] 
One of the output b~-vectors 

32b~ 

x[29] 

x[30] 

x(31) 
y[S-l]I ... y12] I ylOI 

y[S-21 y[l] 

Figure 10: Bit-transpose operation for a processor with a 32-bit memory architecture. 
x[ t] for 0:::; t < 32 denotes 32 consecutive outputs of the 'subfield-weight'LUT. S 

denotes the number of sub fields. y[s] for 0:::; s < S denotes the 32-bit output values of 
the bit transpose. Each output value belongs to one of the subfields. 

4.2 Some special processing functions 

In this section we focus on two signal processing algorithms which can further improve 
the performance of a PDP. Many simple or more advanced algorithms exist, but we 
focus on partial line doubling and motion artefact reduction since implementations of 
both were mapped onto TriMedia. 

4.2.1 Partial line doubling 

One of disadvantages of a PDP panel is that the percentage of time in which it actually 
emits light is rather low. The following simple calculation clarifies this. Assume a PDP 

panel which is used to display a 60 Hz video signal at VGA resolution (640 x 480) and 
with 8-bit colour depth. In addition, it is assumed that the display uses 8 subfields with 
binary weights. 

terase = 8· 0.2ms = 1.6ms (2) 

taddress = 480· 8 . 3J..ls = 12ms (3) 

tsustain = 16.6ms - 1.6ms - 12ms = 3ms (4) 

The required time to erase the complete screen is only 0.2 ms. For eight subfields the 
total erase time equals 1.6 ms (see Equation 2). The addressing time for a single line (or 
row) is 3 J..ls. To address 8 subfields consisting of 480 lines this adds up to 12 ms. 
According to Equation 4 only 3 ms are remaining for the generation of light. This is a 

duty-cycle of 3/16.6 = 18%. 

The most effective way to increase this duty-cycle is by reducing the addressing time. 
One way to achieve this is by applying partial line doubling. In essence, this algorithm 
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enables the addressing of two rows at the same time for one or more subfields, hereby 
reducing the addressing time for these subfields by a factor 2. This implies that the pair 
of rows which are addressed simultaneously receive the same data. It is therefore not 
desirable to apply line doubling to all subfields since that would result in a significant 
reduction of vertical resolution. Experiments have shown that partial line doubling is 
acceptable up to the four least significant bits. There are some specific algorithms which 
minimize the error which is introduced by the partial line doubling algorithm, for details 
refer to [5]. 

4.2.2 Motion-artefact reduction 

If a video sequence with moving content is displayed on a PDP, motion artefacts will 
occur. The cause of these artefacts lies in the way in which pictures are reproduced on a 
PDP (refer to Section 3.2) in combination with the tracking of moving objects on the 
screen by the viewer's eyes. Two important approaches to cope with these artefacts are 
the so-called duplicated subfield method (DSF) and motion-compensated sub fields. It is 
also possible to combine both methods. 

In the DSF method, which is a development of Fujitsu[6], sub field schemes are applied 
in which some of the weights occur more than once. In this way, most grey levels can be 
composed by several different subfield combinations. This is illustrated for level 14 in 

Figure 11. For each grey level two different realisations are chosen, resulting in an A 

and a B set. For each alternating pixel (horizontally, vertically and temporal) one of the 
two sets is chosen conform a checker-board pattern. The sets are defined such that the 
average moment in time of light emission within a frame period is about the same for 

both the A and B realizations of a grey value. In addition, the subfield transitions 
between two adjacent grey levels are minimized. The effect of this method is that the 
motion artefacts are suppressed at the cost of a reduction of the number of available 
grey-levels. For details refer to [8][9]. 

Subfield 12 8 4 
weight: 

Grey-level 14: x 
x 

x X 
X X 

A 
B 

Figure 11: Duplicated subfield method. 
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Another approach to deal with the motion artefacts is based on motion estimation (ME) 
and motion compensation (MC). Potentially this is a better solution since it deals with 
the causes of the problem instead of suppressing the artefacts. Disadvantages are that it is 
compute intensive and that it relies on accurate motion estimation. The principle of the 
algorithm is illustrated in Figure 12. It is assumed that motion vectors are available for 
all pixels (or blocks of pixels) of the input sequence. 

x 

y 

I· Frame period 

I, S ublleld period ., 

x+N 

·1 

Input sequence 

Non·MC sublield 
sequence 

MC sublield 
sequence 

Figure 12: Illustration of motion-compensated sub fields for a PDP with 4 binary sub
fields. The subfield order is from most significant to least significant bit. 

The top row shows two successive frames of the input sequence; a white box on a dark 

background which moves at a speed of Npixels/frame to the right and to the bottom. 
The middle row shows the sequence of subfields in the non-MC situation. Note that there 
is a discontinuity of motion between the last subfield of the first frame and the first sub
field of the second frame. The bottom row shows motion compensated subfields; the 
content of each subfield is shifted over a fraction of the motion vector. The latter 
sequence exhibits smooth motion-portrayal with much less artefacts. 
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5 The experimental system 

In this section we describe the experimental system. This system enables the real-time 
execution of our algorithms on a TriMedia development board. An interface board is 
developed that allows us to drive a PDP directly from TriMedia. The system is useful for 
performance evaluation of the algorithms on real-time video. In addition, with this sys
tem it can be measured how efficient our algorithms run in a real-time environment. 

This chapter is divided into two sections. First, we give an overview of the hardware. 
After that the software is described. 

5.1 Hardware description 

Video 
source ~, 

YU 
orYCot 
\/4:2:2 

-_ ... 

TriMedia 
development 

board -, 
PCI bus 

Custom r--r- PDP 
RGBatm interface AGeZ'" bit 

Host PC 

Figure 13: Overview of the experimental system. 

Plasma 
display 

PHiliPS 

t 

Figure 13 shows an overview of the experimental TriMedia system. It consists of the fol
lowing components: 

• a video source, 

• a PC which is used as host, 

• a TriMedia development board (Leia or Kenobi type) which features digital 1/0, 

• the PDP interface board, and 

• a Plasma Display Panel. 

The video source supplies an analog CVBS or YC signal to the TriMedia board which is 
located in the host Pc. The TriMedia board features a digital multi-standard decoder to 

convert the CVBS signal into a digital YUV 4:2:2 interlaced video stream. This digital 
signal is supplied to the Video Input unit (VI) of the TriMedia processor (TM 11 00) on 
the board. 

The application program which is executed on the processor converts the interlaced 

YUV data into progressive RGB data. Subsequently, this data is transferred out to the 
PDP interface board through the Video Output unit (VO). We use the VO in 'data

streaming mode' since it does not directly support RGB video data. 
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The task of the PDP interface, which is a separate board also located inside the host PC, 

is to convert the multiplexed RGB data into three separate 8-bit streams (R, G and B). 

Additionally, it generates a data clock signal and a number of synchronization signals, 

e.g. H and V sync. The frequency of the data clock equals one third of the VO output 
clock. All these signals together are sent to the plasma display by means of two flat 
cables. The PDP interface is discussed in detail in a separate document[ 10]. 

5.2 Software description 

For our experiments on the experimental hardware two different task models were devel
oped. Both models were derived from the 'skeleton' application. The skeleton applica
tion is a program that simply passes the input video signal to the output. The program 
uses the pSOS real-time kernel and consists of a set of interrupt service routines and 
tasks. Its intention is to separate signal processing functions from the I/O functions. 
More detailed information about the skeleton can be found in [11]. 

In the following we will first give a brief introduction to the pSOS operating system. 
After that two different pSOS task models are discussed: 'Model I' and 'Model 2'. The 
first task model is used for the gamma/dithering, partial line doubling and subfield gen
eration experiments. 'Model 2' is used for the subfield motion-compensation experi
ments. 

5.2.1 About pSOS 

The pSOS kernel is a real-time, multi-tasking operating system kernel. As such, it sched
ules, manages and allocates resources. In addition, it coordinates multiple asynchronous 
activities. A major advantage of such a real-time kernel is that it maintains a highly sim
plified view of the application software, irrespective of the inner complexities of the 
application. To the pSOS kernel, applications consist of three classes of program ele
ments: 

• Tasks 

• Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) 

• 1/0 device drivers 

The first two, tasks and ISRs, play an important role in applications for TriMedia. The 
third, I/O device drives, falls outside the scope of this document. We will explain the 
basics of a pSOS application with the aid of a simple example which is shown in 
Figure 14. The application consists of two tasks and two ISRs. Conceptually (to the 
application programmer), these tasks and ISRs run concurrently, although they are exe
cuted on a single resource; the VLIW CPU. For inter-task communication so-called 
fixed message queues (First-In First-Out) are used. These queues are labelled QO to Q3 
in Figure 14. 
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03 

Figure 14: Simple pSOS task model. 

The system of Figure 14 operates as follows. During start-up of the application the Video 
In co-processor (VI) and Video Out co-processor (VO) of TriMedia are initialized to the 
correct operation mode. Some frame memories are allocated, the queues QO to Q3 and 
the tasks are created. A pointer to an empty frame memory is passed to VI to enable the 
capturing of video data. A pointer to another frame memory is passed to VO to start 
transferring out video data (which is invalid at this moment). The remaining pointers are 
stored in messages which are sent to Q3. Subsequently, VI and VO are started. 
The tasks 0 and 1 are waiting for messages to arrive in QO and Ql, respectively. They are 
blocked. After capturing a video frame VI generates an interrupt. In respond to this inter
rupt, the CPU executes the Video In ISR. In this ISR a message is created which contains 
the pointer to the video frame that was captured. This message is written to QO. Subse
quently, a message is read from Q3. This message provides a pointer to an empty frame 
memory to VI. This enables VI to start with capturing the next video frame. 
Since a message is now available in QO, task 0 is no longer blocked and it starts to exe
cute. It can access the video data through the pointer in the message. After processing the 
data it sends a message to Q 1 hereby triggering task 1. 
VO performs a non-blocking read from Q2 after transferring out a video frame. If there 
is no message in the queue, VO transfers out the previous frame again. Normally, there is 
a message available. This enables the VO to transfer out new data. A message containing 
the pointer to the previous frame is then written to Q3 such that it can be re-used by VI. 

5.2.2 Task modell 

Fbr=oa=dc=aSo~t) ______ 3]~ ____ ~_ 
Osyn 

Qemp-yuv 

Figure 15: pSOS task model I. This model is used/or the gamma/dithering, partial line 
doubling and subfield generation experiments. 
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Figure 15 shows the pSOS tasks and Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) which together 
form model 1. All tasks and ISR run concurrently on the processor. The pSOS operating 
system takes care of task scheduling and provides inter-task communication primitives. 
Fixed message queues (the most commonly used pSOS primitive) are used to pass point
ers to video buffers between tasks. These video buffers are allocated during initialization 
of the application (at start-up). In the following we describe the individual tasks. 

Video input (VI ISR) 

After initialization of the Video In co-processor only the ISR is involved in the video 
acquisition. In the ISR, which is called after the capture of a video field, an empty buffer 
is read from queue Qemp-yuv. If this read operation is successful, the full buffer is sent 
to queue Qin-yuv. The buffer addresses of the new empty buffer are passed to the 
Video In hardware. If no empty buffer is available, the current buffer is used again for 
the next field and no write to Qin-yuv takes place. This results in a field skip at the 
input but the system 'stays alive'. 

YUV processing (Tprc-yuv) 

In this task the video data can be processed in the YUV domain. In our case, de-interlac

ing is performed in TprcJUv. A median filter is used for the Y signal, while simple 

field insertion is applied to the U and V components. The task reads fields from 
Qin_yuv and writes frames to Qicp at the same rate. 

Image co-processor (TicplICP ISR) 

The way in which the ICP is operated differs somewhat from the skeleton application. In 
the skeleton video data was written into the memory of the graphics card of the PC 
through the PCI bus. In our application the video data is written back to SDRAM such 

that it is available for additional processing in the RGB domain. 

At the start of a field period (synchronized to Qsyn) the ICP tries to read a full buffer 

from queue Qicp. This video data is converted to the RGB domain if the Image co
processor has finished processing the previous frame and an empty buffer available in 
queue Qemp_rgb. In all other situations the input frame is skipped and the correspond
ing buffer is sent to queue Qemp_yuv. After finishing the conversion an interrupt is 

generated by the ICP and the ISR is called. In the ISR the full RGB buffer is sent to 

Qin_rgb while the YUV buffer is written to Qemp-yuv. Note that the RGB data is 

stored in the so-called RGB packed format; 4 pixels in three 32-bit words (see 
Figure 16). 
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a.) Little endian 
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b.) Big endian 

Figure 16: RGB packedfonnatfor both little endian and big endian machines. 

RGB processing (Tprc_rgb) 

In this task the video data can be processed in the RGB domain. From this task the 
gamma/dithering, partial line doubling or subfield generation functions are called. Input 
frames are read from Qin_rgb. After processing they are sent to queue Qvo. 

Video out (VO ISR) 

The Video Out unit of TriMedia is operated in a completely different mode compared to 
the skeleton application. The VO is operated in data-streaming mode. In this mode no 
data interpretation is done by VO. It simply transfers out data which is stored in two data 

buffers. The RGB video data is stored in one of these buffers. For details about how 
data-communication between VO and the custom PDP interface board is managed please 
refer to [10]. 

After initialization of the Video Out unit only the ISR is involved in streaming out the 
video data. In the ISR, which is called after transferring out both data buffers, the next 
full buffer is read from queue QVo. If this read operation is successful, the previous 
buffer is sent to queue Qemp_rgb. The buffer addresses of the new full buffer are 
passed to the Video Out hardware. If no new full buffer is available, the current buffer is 
transferred out again and no write to Qemp_rgb occurs. This will cause a frame repeti
tion at the output. 

Locking of output to input (Tpll) 

The Video Out unit and Video In unit are synchronized to each other. This is achieved by 
means of a software phase-locked loop. If input and output were free running, the rate at 
which fields are received at the input and the frame rate at the output would be different. 
This would cause undesirable frame skips. For details about the PLL task refer to [11]. 
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5.2.3 Task model 2 

broadcast 

, , , 
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'-ptrmgr (buffer manager) - - - - - - - - -' 

Figure 17: pSOS task model 2. This system is used/or the motion compensation 
experiments. 

Figure 17 shows the pSOS tasks and interrupt service routines (ISR) which together 
form the second model. This model is more complex. The task Tprc_yuv is replaced 
by the Layered Natural Motion application (LNM). We use the Application Program
mer's Interface of LNM release 2.20. 

LNM is an advanced application. It performs motion compensated up-conversion of 
interlaced video to progressive video. It can handle both video and film (2:2 and 2:3 pull
down) material. The integration of the application is carried out conform the suggestions 
in 'The Layered Natural Motion API' [12]; the document which describes the software 
package. The most relevant information is available in Appendix C of this document. 

Since LNM performs motion compensation it also performs motion estimation to com
pute the motion vectors. We reuse these motion vectors for the subfield motion compen
sation. 

To get access to the motion-vector field some minor modifications to the LNM library 
were required. Two functions were added to lnm. c: 

• lnm_DLH_get_mv_field_dimensions() 
This function is used to obtain the dimensions of the motion vector field. 
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• Inm_DLH_get_mv_field() 
With this function the current motion vectors are extracted from the LNM context for 
each video frame. 

LNM features an object-based motion estimator. The estimator tries to assign blocks of 8 
by 8 pixels to an object. The current implementation can distinguish three different 
objects (or layers); one object that does not move (null vector) and two moving objects 
(modelled by a translation). Hence the vector field consists of three motion vectors, one 
for each object, and a segmentation mask. The segmentation mask contains for each 
block of pixels the number of the object to which it is assigned. 

The vector fields are communicated through queue Qin_mv to task Tprc_rgb. After 

applying subfield motion compensation to the RGB data, the motion vector buffers are 
made available again through Qemp_mv. 

The buffers which contain the video data first pass the Iep task prior to arrival at 
Tprc_rgb. In some special cases it can occur that a frame is skipped by Ticp (refer to 
Section 5.2.2). Since the motion vector fields travel via a different route, there is a 
change that the video data and the motion vectors become unsynchronized. For this rea-

son an unique ID number is assigned to each motion vector field. The same ID is also 

assigned to the corresponding video buffer. Both IDs are compared to each other in task 
Tprc_rgb. The motion vector buffers are skipped as long as these numbers do not 
match. 
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6 Implementation issues and performance numbers 

In this section the implementation details of the algorithms which are mapped onto Tri
Media are discussed. Initially, the expectations of what can be achieved with the current 
generation TriMedia in our application domain were not so high. A simple calculation 

explains why. A PDP displays the video data in the RGB domain and the panel is 
scanned progressively. For VGA resolution at 50 Hz, the data rate is given by: 

640 x 480 x 50frames/s x 3components = 46.08Mpixells (5) 

At a clock frequency of 125 MHz, this implies that only 2.7 clockcycles are available to 
process each individual pixel. 

However, this did not stop us in the mapping of our algorithms. The mapping is still rel
evant. Since only then we can measure how much compute power each function 
requires. Furthermore, with the aid of these numbers it can be determined how many Tri
Media ICs are required to implement all signal processing for a PDP. Extrapolating the 
cost for each function to future generations of TriMedia processors is also much easier if 
these numbers are available. The mappings will also show which functions are bad can
didates for a software implementation. 

In the following we give the performance numbers for both work-station simulation and 
real-time execution on the experimental system. Prior to this, we state the conditions 
under which the measurements are carried out in Section 6.1. 

6.1 General remarks and constraints 

The following remarks and constraints apply to all performance numbers in this section 
unless stated otherwise. 

• Release TCS 2.0 final of the TriMedia toolchain is used. 

• Compiler optimization level is set to -03. 

• In the work-station simulations two successive fields are processed. Thus a single 
frame is processed in the RGB domain. The resolution of the input fields is 
360 x 144 pixels (360 x 288 pixels after de-interlacing). 

• All three components (R, G and B) are processed. RGB data is stored in the packed 
format. 

• A TriMedia development board, of type 'Leia', is used for the hardware execution 
measurements. This board features a TMI100 which runs at a clock frequency of 125 
MHz. The picture size is set to 640 x 480 pixels. 

6.2 De-interlacing 

The mapping of de-interlacing based on a median filter onto TriMedia has already been 
studied intensively by Bram Riemens et. al. We have reused their code. For more infor-
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mation refer to [3]. De-interlacing with a median filter is applied to the luminance signal. 

Simple field insertion is applied to the U and V components. In total about 32% of the 
TMI100@125MHz is required for this operation. Since we have not much to add to this 
topic, we only state the simulation results for the median based de-interlacing of the 
luminance component. 

Table 1: Performance numbers for median-based de-interlacing of luminance 
component. 

Instruction cycles 143,163 
I$ stalls 382 
D$ stalls 31,419 

D$ conflicts 12,559 
Total cycles 187,523 
Issueslcycle 3.44 

6.3 Gamma correction and dithering 

Four different flavours of gamma correction and dithering were optimized for TriMedia. 
The first implementation, gamma_only ( ), only features gamma correction. A look-up 
table (LUT) is used for this purpose. An obvious advantage of a LUT is its flexibility. A 
significant disadvantage is that it can not be vectorized on the TMI100 processor. 

The second version, gamma_noise_di ther_ vi ( ), also includes dithering with 
(pseudo) random noise. The noise is added to the video signal prior to truncation. To 
generate the noise a linear congruential generator is used. The generator is defined by 

Equation 6. Each random integer is derived from the previous random integer xn ' the 

integer constants a and c, and the integer modulus m. To get started, the algorithm 

requires an initial 'seed', xo' 

Xn+l = (a·xn+c)modm (6) 

Let us consider a simple example with a = 5, c = 1, m = 16, and Xo = 1. The 

sequence of pseudo random integers generated by this algorithm is: 

1,6, 15, 12, 13,2, 11,8,9, 14, 7, 4,5, 10,3,0,1,6 ... 
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The following features are observed: 

• The period (the number of integers before the sequence repeat) P is 16. Since 
P = m, this is highest possible period. 

• The sequence exhibits a pattern of alternating odd and even integers. This implies that 
the least significant bit exhibits a regular 1, 0, 1, 0 ... pattern. In general, the low-order 
bits as output by these type of generators are not considered random. 

• Because each random integer results from the previous integer alone, selecting any 
initial seed from 0 to 15 would just cyclically shift the above sequence. 

The constants should be chosen carefully to maximize the period of the generator. In our 

application we have defined the constant m as 232 • This eliminates the modulo operation 

on 32-bit processors like the TM1100. The full period of m is obtained if and only if 

a == 1 (mod4) and c is odd. For more detailed information about linear congruential 
generators please refer to [13]. 

The performance of a noise-dither algorithm can be further improved by shaping the 
noise to the higher region of the frequency spectrum. The higher frequency content of 
the noise spectrum is less annoying to the human visual system. In the third algorithm, 
gamma_hf_noise_dither_vl (), this property is exploited. Implementation 
details are not available in this document since this is Philips confidential information. 

The quality of this algorithm is comparable to Floyd-Steinberg dithering if the number of 
bits after dithering is sufficient. Experiments have shown that about 6 to 7 bits per com
ponent are required for good quality. This number will probably be higher for panels 
with more light-output. 

The fourth version, gamma_floyd_steinberg_dither_vl (), is an implementa
tion of the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm. Due to the data dependencies 
between adjacent pixels, this algorithm is more difficult to optimize. Since there is no 
dependency between the components, we decided to vectorize the code by combining 

the R, G and B intensity value of a single pixel into a single 32-bit word. Note that this 
approach results in 25% efficiency loss since we only use 3 out of 4 bytes of each 32-bit 
word. Note that the code is an exact implementation of the algorithm. The computational 
complexity can be further reduced by modifying or omitting some of the coefficients. 
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Performance numbers 

The table below gives the performance numbers for the different versions of gamma cor
rection and dithering. 

Table 2: Perfonnance numbers for the different versions of gamma correction and 
dithering. 

Gamma + 
noise 

ditherb 

Gamma + 
hfnoise 
ditherC 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Instruction cycles 
1$ stalls 
D$ stalls 79,128 
D$ conflicts 20,629 19,717 19,299 
Total cycles 404,888 545,613 571,503 

4.72 4.72 4.66 

Min. processing time [ms] 10.83 14.78 15.41 
Avg. processing time [ms] 11.91 15.13 

Max. processing time [ms] 12.12 15.90 
Avg. (Max.) load [MHz] 74 (76) 95 (99) 

a. unctIOn name: gamma_on y 

b.function name: gamma_noise_dithec vI O. 
c.function name: gamma_hCnoise_dithecvl0. 

d.function name: gamma_fioyd_steinberg_dithec vI O. 

16.16 

16.79 
101 (l05) 

Gamma + 
Floyd

Steinbergd 

70,248 
18,901 

1,239,129 

3.36 

30.83 

. 31.31 
193 (196) 

6.4 Partial line doubling 

Several different versions of partial line doubling were mapped onto TriMedia. In this 
section the performance numbers are given for two of them. Both functions also include 
gamma correction (without dithering) by means of a look-up table. The quality of the 
other versions, e.g. simple bit-copy from one line to the other, is considered too low for 
them to be used in a serious application. 

The first version, gamma-pld_MinError_ vl ( ), is the algorithm by Franck Laf
fargue. This one has the highest visual quality-level. The error which is introduced by 
PLD is minimized in an effective way. The details of the algorithm are not discussed in 
this document but can be found in [5]. 

The second version, gamma-pld_MinAl t_ vl ( ) , is a good alternative. It is based on 
an idea of Jurgen Hoppenbrouwers. It combines good quality with low computational
complexity. Implementation details are not available in this document since this is 
Philips confidential information. 
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Performance numbers 

The table below gives the performance numbers for both partial line doubling algo
rithms. 

Table 3: Performance numbers for the different versions of gamma correction 
and partial line doubling. 

Gamma + Gamma + 
minimal alternative 

error PLDa PLDb 

Instruction cycles 519,994 441,662 

1$ stalls 581 516 

D$ stalls 119,142 110,931 

D$ conflicts 33,036 46,487 

Total cycles 672,753 599,596 

Issues/cycle 4.77 4.67 

Avg. processing time [ms] 17.72 15.95 

Max. processing time [ms] 17.95 16.25 

Avg. (Max.) load [MHz] 111 (112) 100 (102) 
name: 

b.function name: gamma_pld_MinAICvlO. 

6.S Layered natural motion 

In our experiments the LNM application is used for the motion compensated up-conver
sion of interlaced video to progressive video. In addition, the motion vectors are needed 
for the subfield motion compensation. We did not modify the functionality of the LNM 
algorithm except for some minor changes to extract the motion vectors. 

For completeness, in Table 4 some performance numbers are listed. These numbers are 
derived from data as listed in Appendix E of [12]. The numbers in that document are 

obtained by real-time measurements on a TMll00. The image size is set to 704 x 576 at 
a frame rate of 25 Hz. Equation 7 is used to obtain numbers which are more representa

tive for our situation; an image size of 640 x 480 . 

L' = 640 x 480 . L = 0 76L 
704 x 576 . (7) 

L denotes the load in MHz as stated in the tables in [12], while L' also denotes the load 

only now for an image size of 640 x 480 . 
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Table 4: Performance numbers for the Layered Natural Motion application. 

Video Film 2:2 pull down 

Moving Still Moving Still 

I Avg. (Max.) load [MHz] 60 (86) 53 (74) 51 (77) 43 (49) 

6.6 Motion-artefact reduction 

An efficient implementation of sub field motion-compensation is written for TriMedia. 
All operations in this algorithm are block-based. In this way, compute-intensive process
ing on individual pixels is avoided. 

The data in the RGB frame memory is interpreted differently by the Me algorithm. Nor

mally, each byte in memory represents a binary intensity value of the R , G or B compo
nent. Now, the bytes contain subfield data; each bit defines if the corresponding subfield 
is on or off at the current pixel position. Eight independent subfields can be controlled in 
this way. 

This approach implies that if eight independent subfields with binary weights (1,2,4,8, ... ) 
are used, the algorithm can operate on the normal binary image-data. Since in this situa

tion the bits have a one-to-one relation with the subfields. Bit i, for i E [0 ... 7], corre-

sponds to the subfield with weight 2 i. For example, bit 7 corresponds to the subfield 

with weight 27 = 128. This relation is shown in Figure 18. 

I Er ••• 

Addr ••• 

Sustain 

Figure 18: Relation between bits and sub fields for a simple binary sub field-scheme. 

To perform motion compensation we need a motion vector for each individual subfield. 
These motion vectors are derived from the motion vector which is computed by the Lay
ered Natural Motion motion estimator. This estimator delivers a motion vector for each 

8 x 8 block in the image (in the form of three motion vectors and a segmentation mask, 
refer to Section 5.2.3). The motion vectors for the individual subfields are given by: 
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t· _ t_ 

Vi = T' Vest 
est 

(8) 
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The time moments ti are indicated on the time axis in Figure 18. Note that the subfield 

with the highest weight is chosen as time reference (t = 0). Hence this subfield is 
always displayed at the correct spatial position since its motion vector is always zero. 

T est denotes the temporal distance between two successive frames on which the LNM 

estimator operates. Vest is the motion vector as delivered by the motion estimator. viis 

rounded to the nearest integer value. Note that the motion vector points from the current 

frame to the previous frame. If an object moves to the right on the screen, the x -compo
nent of the motion vector has a negative value. 

In the process of motion compensation a new frame (destination) is derived from the 

input frame (source). Each 8 x 8 block D in the destination frame is constructed from 

eight 8 x 8 blocks S in the source frame. This construction is given by: 
7 

D = ~ S &2i (9) 
(x,y) £...J (x+vi,x,y+vi,y) 

i = 0 
where x and y are indices within an 8 x 8 block, vi, x and Vi, yare the horizontal and 

vertical component of Vi' and i denotes the subfield or bit position. For each subfield, 

data is read from the source memory shifted over the motion vector of the corresponding 
subfield. The bitwise-AND operation (&) selects the bit which corresponds to that sub
field. All bits are merged by means of the addition. 

The following example clarifies the operating principle. Assume that a vertical white 
line is moving to the right on a dark background. As stated earlier this results in a nega-

tive x -component of the motion vector. According to Equation 9 and Figure 18 the 

scaled motion vector for the subfield with weight 64 is positive, since t6 is negative. Let 

us assume v6 = (2,0). In the MC process a block S is fetched for this subfield at posi

tion (x + 2, y). Subsequently, bit 6 of this block is used as bit 6 in block D(x, y). In the 

destination frame several lines are visible around and at the position of the original line 
in the source frame. Each line exhibits an intensity of one of the subfield weights. The 
line for subfield 6 is located two pixels to the left relative to the original line position. 

Since subfield 6 is displayed earlier than subfield 7 (which is our reference; t = 0) and 
the object is moving to the right this will result in a better motion portrayal. 

In the case of non-binary subfield weights or duplicated subfields the algorithm is identi
cal. Only now the video data which is stored as binary intensity values is converted to the 
subfield-weights domain prior to the MC. This is implemented by a look-up table. In 

case of duplicated subfields this look-up table contains both the A and B sets. One of the 
sets is selected depending on the spatial and temporal position of the pixel. Hence one 
additional address bit is required. Its value, 0 or 1, is determined by the value of the 
frame and line counter and the horizontal pixel position. 
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It is possible to further expand the LUT to add gamma correction and noise dithering. 
For each possible noise value the output of the processing chain (gamma-dithering-DSF) 
is pre-calculated and stored in the LUT. The noise signal should then be included in the 

input value (address) to the LUT. An n bit noise signal enlarges the LUT contents by a 

factor 2n. This has not been implemented yet. 

Two or more subfields can be combined into a group. In this way motion compensation 
is applied to more than one subfield simultaneously. For example, bit ° and bit 2 can be 
combined. The motion vector for this group is given by: 

(to + t 2 ) _ 
vO,2 = 2T . Vest (to) 

est 

Note that the 'mask' in Equation 9 changes from 2i into 20 + 22 to select both bits for 

this subfield group. The imposed load on the processor is reduced significantly by this 
optimization. 

Performance numbers 

The performance of the Me algorithm is measured on the experimental system for three 
different video sequences. These sequences exhibit significant and varying motion. 

Table 5: Test sequences. 

Name Source Title Section 

Duck DVD (625 lines) Fargo 31:18-31:51 (chapter 6) 

Laboratory DVD (625 lines) Outbreak 3:58-4:35 (chapter 2) 

Dog DVD (625 lines) Outbreak 6:55-7: 10 (chapter 3) 

The algorithm was written in such a way that all subfields with a (0,0) motion-vector are 
grouped together and processed simultaneously. This for efficiency reasons. As a conse
quence, the load which is imposed on the processor by the algorithm is not constant. For 
a sequence with no motion the load is much lower compared to sequences with motion. 

The picture size is reduced to 320 x 240 to enable the execution of the layered natural 
motion application and the subfield motion-compensation algorithm on a single TriMe
dia. All eight subfields are individually motion-compensated. 
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Table 6: Performance numbers for subfield Me and DSF + sub field MC 

DSF 
Subfield MCa (108 grey levels) 

+ subfield MCb 

Duck 

5.72 

9.61 

36 (60) 

b.functions: gamma_dmcO + subfield_mc_vl(). Note: gamma correction is for 
free, no dithering included. 
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The following settings of the Layered Natural Motion application were used in the meas
urements: 

36 

Table 7: LNM settings. 

src 
std 
fallback 
time 
process_type 
colour_type 
video_colour 
video_luminance 
film_colour 
film_luminance 
subsample_type 
xstart 
ystart 
width 
height 
nomode 
panel 
stat 
statfile 
statmax 

cvbs 

pal 

2.0 
60 # 0 = infinite time. 
motion_estimate 
std_colour 

field_insert 

median 
frame_repeat 

mc_interpolate 
average4 

150 

80 
320 
240 

staUxt 
o 
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6.7 Subfield generation 

The subfield generation function performs a bit-transpose operation as defined by 
Figure 10. The output bit-vectors are sorted such that each subfield is written to a sepa
rate memory area. Table 8 gives the performance numbers. 

Table 8: Performance numbers for subfield generation. 

Instruction cycles 

1$ stalls 

D$ stalls 

D$ conflicts 

Total cycles 

Min. processing time ems] 

Avg. processing time ems] 

Max. processing time ems] 

Avg. (max.) load [MHz] 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

Subfield 
generationS 

12.80 

13.98 

14.49 

87 (91) 
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6.8 Overview 

In Table 9 we have gathered the most relevant performance numbers of all algorithms. It 
provides a good overview. 

Table 9: Overview of performance numbers. 

Processing function 
Avg. (max.) load 

[MHz] 

De-interlacing 40 (_)a 

Layered Natural Motion 53 (86)° 
Gamma 74 (76) 
Gamma + noise dither 95 (99) 
Gamma + hf-noise dither 101 (105) 
Gamma + Floyd-Steinberg 193 (196) 
Gamma + minimal error PLD 111 (112) 

Gamma + alternative PLD 100 (102) 
Subfield MC 152 (240)C 

DSF + subfield MC 260 (348l 
Subfield generation 87 (91) 

a.MedIan hIter tor Y, held InSertIOn tor U and V. 

b.Worst case numbers. 
c.Worst case numbers. Multiplied by 4 to obtain 
numbers for VGA resolution: 640 x 480 . 

Note that all components of the video signal are processed and the resolution is 

640 x 480. The frame rate is 50 frames/s.1f only a single component is processed (e.g. if 
three TriMedia processors are used) then the numbers should be divided by three to 
obtain the load for a single component. 

If algorithms are merged in a single function, the numbers can be added together. This, 
however, only gives a rough estimate of the load of the combination. In practice, the load 
will be lower for the combined function. This is caused by the fact that the number of D$ 
stalls will be significantly lower (data has to be fetched only once) for the combined 
function. In addition, the number of load/store operations is reduced. 

Suppose that we want to map the following functions on a TriMedia: 

De-interlacing -+ YUV /RGB -+ r-correction -+ hf-noise dithering -+ alternative PLD 

Then, the estimated load for the complete chain is given by: 

Ltotal = Lde-interlacing + Lgamma+hf-noise dither + (Lgamma+alt. PLD - Lgamma) 

Ltotal = 40 + 101 + (100 -74) = 167MHz 
(11) 

YUV to RGB conversion is mapped onto the image co-processor and therefore does not 
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add to the load on the VLIW CPU core. The conclusion is that a TriMedia which runs at 
a clock frequency of 167 MHz is required for this signal-processing chain. However, 
gamma-correction, hf-noise dithering and PLD can be merged in a single function. This 
will yield a more efficient solution. But still, Equation 11 gives a good impression of 
what can be achieved. 
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7 Architecture proposal 

In this section we discuss an initial proposal for a TriMedia-based architecture for a dig
ital signal-processing board for PDP. The board is mainly intended as a flexible plat
form. In the following we discuss the signal-processing related requirements of the 
board. After that, the architecture is discussed in more detail with the aid of a block dia
gram. 

7.1 Requirements 

The following signal-processing related requirements apply to the board: 

• The board should be very flexible to allow a sorts of experiments in the field of digital 
signal processing for PDP. 

• Flexibility of the board is more important than cost. 

• The board should be capable to perform the following functions concurrently on a 
50Hz video signal at VGA resolution of 640 x 480 pixels: 

* Layered Natural Motion 
(motion-compensated up-conversion to progressive scan) 

* YUV to RGB conversion 

* gamma correction 

* Floyd-Steinberg dithering 

* duplicated subfields 

* subfield motion-compensation 

* subfield generation 

• Devices on the board should be used for tasks which they can perform well as much 
as possible. For example, gamma correction is a function with low computational
complexity. But, due to the high data rates it consumes almost the total cycle budget 
of a single TriMedia. Therefore it is better to implement gamma correction in a Pro
grammable Logic Device. 

• It is not required to support an extensive set of input-signal formats. The added value 
of supporting high-resolution video at high data-rates is considered low; the board is 
an experimental platform, not a product. 
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Figure 19 shows the block diagram of the proposed architecture. The board features four 
TriMedia TM1300 processors each with local SDRAM memory. The task of the first 

TriMedia is to perform Layered Natural Motion (LNM) and YUV to RGB conversion 
(using the image co-processor). The remaining three TriMedia's perform subfield 
motion-compensation and subfield generation. Each of these processors operates on a 
separate component. 

All TriMedia's connect to the PCI bus on the board. This bus enables inter-processor 
communication. This is in particular interesting for control information or small amounts 
of data at frame rate. It is the intention to use the PCI bus for the transfer of the motion 
vector fields from TM-A to TM-B, TM-C, and TM-D. 

In addition, the board comprises three Altera PLD devices. The first Altera device, at the 
input side, enables data-format conversions and switching between inputs. The board 
features two video inputs: a digital YUV 4:2:2 input (conform C.C.I.R. 656, at TTL lev
els), and a 24-bit RGB progressive input (similar to the input of a Fujitsu model 2 PDP). 
Optionally, a Digital Multi Standard Decoder (DMSD) can be integrated on the board to 
support analog CVBS signals. 
The second Altera device, at the output of the first TM 1300, performs a significant part 
of the signal processing. Gamma correction and Floyd-Steinberg dithering are the func
tions which are assigned to this device. The device should feature sufficient internal 
memory for look-up tables (gamma correction) and line memories (Floyd-Steinberg 
dithering). 
The third Altera device is responsible for driving the plasma-display panel. Video data 
which is transferred out by the TriMedia processors has to be supplied to the columns of 
the display. In addition, many control signals are generated by this Altera for addressing 
and controlling the display. Between the EPLD and the TriMedia some First-In First-Out 
memories are present. These memory devices de-couple the timing of the TriMedia out
puts and the inputs of the 'Timing & Control' Altera device. It still has to be investigated 
how the outputs of the TriMedia can be synchronized to each other. 

7.3 Load estimations 

In this section we estimate the imposed load on the TriMedia processors for the follow
ing chain of functions (as indicated in Figure 22): 

Layered Natural Motion ~ YUV IRGB ~ r-correction ~ Floyd-Steinberg dithering ~ 
DSF ~ subfield MC ~ subfield generation 

The first TriMedia, TM-A, runs the Layered Natural Motion (LNM) application and its 

ICP is used for YUV to RGB conversion. The load for this TriMedia processor can be 
found in Table 9. 
Gamma correction and Floyd-Steinberg dithering are mapped onto an Altera device. 
Therefore these functions do not contribute to the load on the TriMedia's. 
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The remaining three TriMedia processors, TM-B, TM-C, and TM-D, perform the dupli
cated sub field algorithm (DSF), subfield motion-compensation (MC) and subfield gener
ation (SF gen.). Since these processors operate on a single component the estimated load 
is given by: 

L = LDSF+subfield MC + Lsubfield generation 
~-B,C,D 3 

(12) 

In Table 10 the estimated loads for the individual TriMedia's are given. 

Table 10: Estimated load/or TM-A, TM-B, TM-C, and TM-D . 
........ -

Device 
Avg. (max.) load 

[MHz] 

TM-A 53 (86) 

TM-B, TM-C, and TM-D 115 (146) 

We observe the following: 

• The load on TM-A is rather low. Since the current TM1300 processor runs at a clock 
frequency of 144 MHz, there is a considerable amount of headroom for improvements 
to the Layered Natural Motion algorithm. 

• The load on the other three processors is quite high. In practice, the load can be 
reduced by merging the subfield-generation function and the subfield-MC function. 
However, the numbers represent the situation in which only eight subfields are proc
essed. Of course, one can decide to reduce the image size or to process only part of 
the image. Another option to reduce the load is to implement the DSF function in the 
Altera device. 

7.4 Data-rate considerations 

Conform the C.C.I.R. 656 standard, the data rate at the YUV input is 27MB/s. This 

data-rate and signal format is fully supported by the Video In unit (VI) of TriMedia. 
The data-rate at the second input is much higher. For a VGA signal at 50 Hz this data

rate is at least 46.08MB/s (see Equation 5). This is even higher for a signal with a 16:9 

aspect ratio or at 60 Hz. The maximum input data-rate for VI is 54 MB/s. So, trying to 

enter TriMedia with a progressive RGB signal is close-to or over the limit. In addition, 

the Layered Natural Motion application expects YUV data at the input. For these rea
sons it is decided that it should be possible to by-pass TM-A. The path is indicated by a 
dashed edge in Figure 19. For flexibility reasons it is still a good idea to route this data 
path via the first Altera device. 

According to TM1100 data book, the data-rate of the Video Out unit (VO) is limited to 

4/7 of the CPU clock. Assuming a clock frequency of 150 MHz, this rate equals 
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85.7MB/s. This is sufficient to transfer out a progressive RGB signal. Hence, TM-A is 

capable of transferring out such a signal to the second PLD. At the output of this PLD the 
data-rates are reduced by a factor three. These data-rates can be easily absorbed by TM

B, TM-C, and TM-D. To be able to receive these type of signals, the Video In units of 
these TriMedia's will operate in message passing mode. The data-rate at the VO side of 
TM-B, TM-C, and TM-D will be equal to the input data-rate if eight subfields are used. 
For more than eight subfields (9-16) this data-rate will double. 
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8 Conclusions and recommendations 

The experimental platform that we developed for our experiments has proven to be very 
reliable, flexible and useful. The system enabled us to display real-time video material 
on our Fujitsu 42" plasma-display panels. Up till then, this feature was not available to 
us. 

The system is very flexible in the sense that the effort to get a new algorithm running on 
the system is low. Algorithms which impose a load on the TriMedia which exceeds its 
processing power, e.g. Floyd-Steinberg dithering, run without crashing the system. By 
reducing the size of the images, hereby reducing the load on the processor, the perform
ance of the algorithm can still be studied on real-time material. In addition, it is easy to 
process part of the image with different flavours of a certain processing function. For 
easy comparison, the output of the different algorithms can be displayed simultaneously. 
The TriMedia-based architecture for a digital processing board for PDP, as proposed in 
Section 7, will offer substantially more performance and flexibility. It will be very useful 
for the research and advanced development departments for all sorts of experiments in 
the field of signal-processing for PDP. 

The most fundamental algorithms for PDP were mapped onto TriMedia and evaluated. 
As expected, it turned out that at this moment most functions are not good candidates for 
a software implementation in a final product. The computations are relatively simple and 
the data-rates are high. This calls for a hardware or co-processor solution. However, with 
the next generation TriMedia VLIW CPU, the 64-bit core, a full software implementa
tion will be feasible for a serious signal-processing chain. 

Some obvious improvements to TriMedia CPU64 to become a more attractive device for 
PDP, or other types of flat displays, e.g. LCD, are: 

• Support for progressive RGB signals by VI and VO. 

• A look-up table for gamma correction in the ICP. Preferably, one LUT for each sepa
rate component. The data width of this LUT should be at least ten bit. 

• Floyd-Steinberg dithering in the ICP to dither the data back to colour-depth of the dis
play hereby also reducing data traffic over the highway. 

• Hardware support for de-interlacing and motion-estimation. 

• High quality scalers. 

Important remark: Access is required to the RGB data after gamma correction and dith

ering. This to enable additional processing in the RGB domain, e.g. DSF, subfield 
motion-compensation or partial line doubling. As a consequence, gamma correction and 
dithering should not be located at the end of the processing chain. 

Possibly some of these items are already covered by the High-Definition Video Out unit 
(HD-VO) and/or the Condor co-processor for de-interlacing and motion estimation. The 
latter one is in the design phase at the moment. This topic has not been investigated yet. 
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The functions which remain to be implemented in software will profit from the enhanced 
instruction-set of CPU64. Simulations have indicated, refer to [14], that the number of 
instruction cycles required for a certain algorithm will be at least two times lower on 
CPU64 compared to the current TriMedia core. In addition, the clock frequency of the 
new processor will be around 300 MHz. 

It is also worthwhile to mention that a large project, called Universal Display Processor 
(UDP), has started at Philips Semiconductors. One of the main objectives of this project 
is to develop a signal processor for PDP. The intention is to design a high-performance 
processor which is both flexible (weakly programmable) and cost-effective. In addition, 
the architecture will be compliant to Philips' Digital Video Platform concept. The out
come of the TriMedia study, both performance numbers and algorithm implementations, 
were useful input to this project. 
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A Literature study: dithering 
In the start-up phase of the graduation project, a literature study was carried out by the author of 
this document. The subject of this study was dithering algorithms. As part of the assignment a 
small document was written about the outcome of the literature search. The contents and struc
ture of the document complies to the guide-lines as provided by the library of the Eindhoven 
University of Technology. We decided to include the contents of this document here to ensure 
that the information is available inside Philips. 
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A.1 The graduation project 

A.I.I Summary 

The graduation project is conducted at Philips Research Eindhoven (Natuurkundig 
Laboratorium) in the group Video processing & Display Electronics. The research areas 
of this group are flat display technologies, video signal processing (algorithms) and pro
grammable architectures for mainly television applications. The graduation project, 
which is described below, relates to all three areas. 

Several different display technologies, e.g. Plasma Discharge Panels (PDP), Plasma 
Addressed Liquid Crystal displays (PALC), reflective LCD based projection TV, are 
emerging. These different types of flat displays each require specific digital video pro
cessing, like scaling, gamma correction and dithering. 

Additionally, we see a trend towards the implementation of video algorithms on pro
grammable architectures. This is driven by the need for flexibility and the preference for 
a common platform instead of dedicated solutions for each display type. A promising ar
chitecture is the Philips TriMedia processor. 

The subject of the study is to investigate to what extent the current and future gener
ations TriMedia processors are suitable, or how can they be improved, to perform flat 
display related video processing functions. 

A.I.2 The literature search assignment 

The scope of the graduation project is rather broad. It comprises many different as
pects, such as flat display technologies, specific signal processing algorithms, and pro
grammable architectures. Several literature searches could be conducted due to the 
diversity of topics. 

After a short inventory we concluded that a lot of know-how is already available 
within the Philips research group. One of the more 'unknown-to-us' topics, which is re
lated to the project, is dithering or error-diffusion. This subject is also well suited for a 
medium-sized literature search. 

Dithering is a processing algorithm used for displaying true-color images on dis
plays that can only reproduce a limited number of colors. This technique is also used for 
(color) printers for printing of color or grey-scale images. One approach to dithering is to 
map the color of the original input pixel to the nearest available color, and subsequently 
distribute the error over the neighboring pixels. The Floyd-Steinberg algorithm[l], 
named after its inventors, is the most famous one that applies such an approach. 
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A.2 Concept for the table of contents of the graduation thesis 

The preliminary version of the table of contents of the graduation thesis is stated be
low. We do not expect any major changes to this. The title of the report will be 'Perfor
mance evaluation of the TriMedia TMllOO processor in display processing for both 
plasma and PALe display panels'. 

• Abstract 

• Table of Contents 

• 1. Introduction 

• 2. The TriMedia architecture 

• 3. Plasma Discharge Panels (PDP) 
3.1. Display principle 
3.2. Required signal processing 

• 4. Plasma Addressed Liquid Crystal (PALC) display panels 
4.1. Display principle 
4.2. Required signal processing 

• 5. Code optimizations 
5.1. PDP processing 
5.2. PALe processing 

• 6. Conclusions and recommendations 

• Acknowledgements 

• References 

• Appendices 
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A.3 Terms used for searching 

The main terms which were used for searching are listed below. 

• Dithering 

• Error diffusion 

• Floyd-Steinberg 

To reduce the number of hits, additional terms were added by using logical AND 
and OR constructions. The following additional terms were used: 

• Algorithm 

• Image 

• Display 

• Flat 

• Television 

• Video 

Since a huge amount of literature is available on the topic we did not try terms in any 
language other than english. 
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A.4 Consulted sources 

In this section the results are discussed that were obtained by consulting different 
sources in the literature search. Note that some relevant publications were received from 
colleagues. 

A.4.1 The Internet 

One of the most popular information sources nowadays is the Internet. Some disad
vantages of the Internet, however, are that the amount of information is huge, the infor
mation usually has little scientific relevance, and is often commercial. On top of that, the 
Internet exhibits dynamic behaviour in the sense that information which is available to
day can be gone tomorrow. 

In Table 11 the results are listed which were obtained with the famous Alta Vista 
search engine (http://www.altavista.com). 

Table 11 Alta Vista results 

Search term Period #Hits 

dither* I/J an/90-29/J une/99 38040 

dither* NEAR algorithm * 1/Jan/90-29/June/99 959 

(dither* NEAR algorithm*) AND 1/J an/90-29/June/99 877 
(imag* OR display OR flat) 

error NEAR diffusion 1/Jan/90-29/June/99 2607 

error NEAR diffusion NEAR algorithm* 1/Jan/90-29/June/99 243 

(error NEAR diffusion NEAR algo- 1/Jan/90-29/June/99 227 
rithm*) AND (imag* OR display OR 
flat) 

Another interesting site is 'The Intellectual Property Network (IPN), of mM (http:// 
www.patents.ibm.com).This site lets you search and view patent documents from the 
U.S., Europe and Japan as well as patent applications published by the World Intellectual 
Property Organization (WIPO). 
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Table 12 IPN results (US titles and abstracts) 

Search term Period #Hits 

dither* 1971-present 840 

dither* AND algorithm* 1971-present 9 

(dither* AND algorithm*) AND 1971-present 4 
(imag* OR display OR flat) 

error AND diffusion 1971-present 226 

error AND diffusion AND algorithm* 1971-present 8 

(error AND diffusion AND algo- 1971-present 8 
rithm*) AND (imag* OR display OR 
flat) 

A.4.2 INSPEC and COMPENDEX 

At Philips Research we have online access to the INSPEC and COMPENDEX data
bases of the Scientific & Technical Information Network (STN) in Karlsruhe, Germany. 
Both databases are very important sources for Electrical engineering. COMPENDEX 
contains more popular documents, while INSPEC is purely scientific. 

In a session of about half an hour on June 18, 1999 the database was consulted. The 
session commands and the resulting hit rates are listed in Table 13. 
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Table 13 INSPEC and COMPENDEX results 

Session command Period 
#Hit 

Comment 
s 

Ll: S dither? 1969-1999 1917 S = select 

L2: S Ll AND algorithm? 1969-1999 391 

L3: DUP REM L2 1969-1999 289 DUP REM = Remove 
duplicate hits (both in 
INSPEC and 
COMPENDEX.) 

L6: S L3 AND 1990-19991PY 1990-1999 209 Limit search period. 

L7: S L6 AND (imag? OR display 1990-1999 135 
OR tv OR television OR flat) 

L8: S errore 1 W)diffusion 1969-1999 524 (1 W) = Allow at most 
one word in between. 

L9: S L8AND 1969-1999 427 
(imag? OR display OR flat) 

LIO: S L9 NOT L7 1669-1999 388 Remove earlier found 
documents. 

Lll: S LIO AND 1990-1999/PY 1990-1999 343 

L12: DUP REM Lll 1990-1999 264 

L13: S L12 AND algorithm? 1990-1999 154 

L14: S floyd(1W)steinberg 1969-1999 33 

LIS: S L14 NOT (L 7 OR L13) 1969-1999 22 

L16: DUP REM LIS 1969-1999 16 

A.4.3 Science Citation Index (SCI) 

The Science Citation Index can be used to find journal articles that refer to a certain 
known document or author. For three relevant papers that were found by using INSPEC 
we investigated how often they are cited by other authors using the SCI. The results are 
stated below in Table 14. 
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Table 14 SCI results 

Paper #citations 

Floyd, SID, 1976 [1] 125 

Ulichney, IEEE, 1988 [2] 37 

Kotera, CIC, 1995 [8] 0 

A.4.4 World Patent Index 

To get an impression of the number of patents on dithering and error-diffusion we 
consulted the World Patent Index at Derwent Information Ltd., United Kingdom. The 
number of hits are listed in the table below. 

Table 15 WPI results 

Search term #Hits 

dither? 1643 

dither? AND algorithm? 17 

errorOdiffusion 433 

errorOdiffusion AND algorithm? 18 

(errorOdiffusion AND algorithm?) NOT 12 
(dither? AND algorithm?) 
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A.5 Selection criteria 

We have defined a number of criteria to select relevant literature from the large 
amount of information that carne out of the literature search. Based on these criteria the 
amount of literature is reduced, resulting in the reference list of this document. In most 
cases the decision whether a publication is useful is based on the contents of the title andi 
or abstract. 

The following selection criteria are applied: 

• The literature should be relatively easy to obtain (universities, within Philips, etc.). 

• The literature should be relevant for the graduation project. 
- The dithering algorithms should be simple enough to enable a real-time implemen
tation on a programmable multi-media processor. 
- Articles with a direct link to flat panel displays are also relevant. 
- Articles about the implementation of a dithering algorithm on other processors are 
interesting. 

• We are mainly interested in recent literature (the last decade). 
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A.6 Snowball method 

We have checked the reference sections of the selected literature to see if more inter
esting related literature is available. This process is referred to as the 'snowball method'. 
Subsequently, the reference sections of the encountered literature are also checked. The 
diagram of Figure 20 shows the results. The documents that we found with the aid of this 
method are indicated by the double-edged boxes. 

19761 
1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 I 
1995 L':') ICIP I 

Figure 20 Results of the snowball method. 
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A.7 Citation method 

With the aid of the Science Citation Index we searched for journal articles citing 
publications that we found earlier. If the results are interesting this process can be repeat
ed. The first step of this method is applied to three different documents (refer to Section 
A.4.3). 

In the figure below the results are shown for the publication of Ulichney[2]. Only a 
single interesting publication (Q. Yu [lID was the result of this search. The publication 
of Yao[6] did not tum up in the search. We found out that although the Journal of Elec
tronic Imaging is searched by SCI, the earlier volumes are not included. 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

, ., ,L . , " 
1994 , Yeo, Elec. lma. , 

Figure 21 Citation-method results for Ulichney. 
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A.8 Relation matrix 

The goal of the literature search is to gather relevant literature for the graduation 
project. As described in Section A.l, the scope of the project is rather broad, while the 
literature search is limited to a single topic. This results in the sparse relation matrix as 
shown in Table 16. Note that the matrix only gives an indication where the references are 
most likely to show up. It will become clear during the course of the project which refer
ences are really used and in which sections. 

Table 16 Literature-thesis relation matrix 

Section 

3 4 5 
1 2 6 

Reference 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.2 5.1 5.2 

[1] V' V' 

[2][3][4][5][7][8][9][11][14] V' V' V' V' 

A.9 Conclusions 

By executing a systematic literature search using the available sources, such as IN
SPEC and SCI, a clear overview is obtained of the current state-of-the-art of dithering al
gorithms. The following conclusions can be drawn from the research: 

• A huge amount of documentation is available on dithering and error-diffusion. 

• The Internet is a good source to get a first impression about a certain topic. In gener
al, it is not a good source to obtain detailed scientific information about signal pro
cessing algorithms. 

• The publication of Floyd and Steinberg[l] can be seen as the 'root' document. It is 
cited by almost every publication about the dithering/error-diffusion topic. 

• Main authors in the field are Robert Ulichney (DEC Equipment Corp.), and Theoph
ano Mitsa and Kevin Parker (University of Rochester). 

• Several interesting articles were found in the Journal of Electronic Imaging. 

• Useful information has been found that will be used for the efficient implementation 
of a dithering algorithm on a TriMedia multi-media processor. 
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B Source code of gamma correction and dithering 
In this appendix we list the source code of the gamma correction with noise dithering algorithm. 
The other versions are not included to save paper. 

B.t gamma_dith.c 
/* 

(cl Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 
* All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
* prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

* Philips Research Laboratories 
* Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

* 
Name gamma_dith.c 

Author David La Hei 

* Date January 17, 2000 

* Function Gamma en dithering 
* 
* History 
* 99-05-11 

*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

Initial version 

#include <ops/custo~defs.h> 

#include "types.h" 
#include "gamma_dith.h" 

for PDP. 

#define BITS_GAMMA 10 
#define BITS_DITH 8 

/* accuracy after gamma */ 
/* accuracy after dithering */ 

#define DYNAMIC_NOISE /* if defined, noise pattern changes every frame */ 

1* #define CORRECT_OFFSET_ICP~TRIX */ 
1* 

* if defined, small error in ICP is corrected: 
* 
* For input: Y=16, U,V=128 
* output of rcp matrix is: R,B=13, G=17. 
* Output should be: R,G,B = 16. 
* So, compensate with offsets: offset(R,B)=+3, offset(G)=-1. 
*/ 

#ifdef __ BIG_ENDIAN __ 
#define W1_ICP_OFFSET Ox03ff0303 
#define W2_ICP_OFFSET Oxff0303ff 
#define W3 ICP_OFFSET Ox0303ff03 
#else /* __ LITTLE_ENDIAN __ */ 
#define WI ICP_OFFSET Dx0303ff03 
#define W2 ICP_OFFSET Oxff0303ff 
#define W3_ICP_OFFSET Ox03ff0303 
#endif 

#define FS_ERR_MEM_SIZE 720 1* size of floyd steinberg line memory *1 

#define BITS_DIFF (BITS_GAMMA-BITS_DITH) 1* range 6 .. 0 */ 
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#define BITS_DIFF_MASK_QUAD «BITS_DIFF_MASK«24) \ 
(BITS_DIFF_MASK«16) \ 
(BITS_DIFF_MASK«8) \ 
BITSJlIFF_MASK) 

#define VALID_BITS_MASK (-«1«(8-BITS_DITH))-1) & Oxff) 

#define VALID_BITS_MASK_QUAD ((VALID_BITS_MASK«24) \ 
(VALID_BITS_MASK«16) \ 
(VALID_BITS_MASK«8) \ 
VALID_BITS_MASK) 

/* lineair congruent random generator */ 
#define LCG_A 65533 /* a 1 (mod 4) */ 
#define LCG_C 1 /* c odd */ 

#define RAND_SHIFT (32-(BITS_DIFF«2» 

static Tpixel32 initial_seed = 0; 

/* 
* Function name: init_gamma_lut 

" 
* Description: Initialization of gamma look-up table. 

" 
" The following LUT types are defined: 
* LUT_DEFAULT-
* 

* 
* 
" 
" 
* 
" 

Default LUT contents, values are stored in LUT 
without shifting. 

LUT_SHIFTED_TO_BIT_15 -
Gamma values are shifted to the left. 
such that the most significant bit is at bit 
position 15 (counting from right to left, 
starting at 0). 

LUT_a_BITS -
LUT is filled with a-bit values, range 0 .. 255. 

*/ 
void init_gamma_lut( 

Tpixel16 *gamma_lut, 
float gamma_val. 
int type) 

int i; 
int max_val; 
float i_norm; 

/* gamma LUT */ 
/* gamma value */ 
/* LUT contents type */ 

if (type == LUT_8_BITS) max_val 
else max_val 

for (i=0;i<16;i++) gamma_lut[i) 0; 

for (i=16;i<256;i++) { 
i_norm = (i-16)/239.0; /* range 0 .. 1 */ 
gamma_lut[i] (int) ( pow (i_norm. gamma_val)*max_val ); 

/* 

if (type == LUT_SHIFTED_TO_BIT_15) { 
for (i=0;i<256;i++) ( 

gamma_lut[i) «= (16-BITS_GAMMA); 

* Function name: gamma_noise_dither_ref 

" 
* Description: Gamma correction and noise dithering. This function is 

NOT optimized, it is the reference code. 
*/ 
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void gamma_noise_dither_ref( 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_src, /* source frame; RGB-packed format */ 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_dst, /* destination frame: RGB-packed format */ 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, /* structure containing frame dimensions */ 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut) /* gamma LUT: type LUT_DEFAULT */ 

int ppL noli 
int line, pix: 
Tpixel16 rO, gO, bO; 
TpixelI6 rl, gl. bl; 
TpixelI6 r2, g2, b2; 
TpixelI6 r3, g3, b3; 
Tpixel8 rand_a, rand_b, rand_c, rand_d, 
Tpixel32 seed, rand: 

ppl dim_rgbp->pix; 
nol dim_rgbp->lin; 

seed = initial_seed; 

#ifdef DYNAMIC_NOISE 
initial_seed++; 

#endif 

for (line=O; line<nol; line++) 
{ 

for (pix=O; pix<3*ppl; pix+=12) 
{ 

/* read RGB values from memory 
bO * (buf_rgbp_src + pix) ; 
gO * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 1) ; 
rO * (buf_rgbp_src ... pix + 2) ; 
b1 * (buf_rgbp_src ... pix + 3) ; 
gl * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 4) ; 

rl * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 5) : 

b2 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 6) ; 
g2 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 7) ; 

r2 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 8) ; 
b3 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 9) ; 

*/ 

g3 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 10) ; 
r3 * (buf_rgbp_src + pix + 11) : 

/* calculate random values for dithering 
seed (LCG_A * seed + LCG_C) ; 
rand (seed » RAND_SHIFT): 
/* rand_a for use with: bl, g2, r3 */ 
rand_a = rand & BITS_DIFF_MASK; rand »= 
/* rand_b for use with: rO, g2, b3 */ 
rand_b = rand & BITS_DIFF_MASK: rand »= 
/* rand_c for use with: gO, rl, b3 */ 
rand_c rand & BITS_DIFF_MASK; rand »:: 
/* rand_d for use with: bO, gl, r2 */ 
rand_d = rand & BITS_DIFF_MASK: 

/* gamma correction */ 
rO gamma_lut [rO] ; gO gamma_1 u t [ gO] : 
rl gamma_lut [r1]; gl gamma_lut [gl] ; 
r2 gamma_1ut[r2] ; g2 gamma_lut [g2]; 
r3 gamma_lut[r3]; g3 gamma_lut [g31 ; 

/* dithering */ 
rO (rO + rand_b) » (BITS_GAMMA 8) ; 
gO (gO + rand_c) » (BITS_GAMMA 8) ; 
bO (bO + rand_d) » (BITS_GAMMA - 8) ; 

r1 (rl + rand_c) » (BITS_GAMMA 8) ; 
gl (gl + rand_d) » (BITS_GAMMA 8) ; 
bl (bl + rand_a) » (BITS_GAMMA 8) ; 

r2 (r2 + rand_d) » (BITS GAMMA 8) : 
g2 (g2 + rand_a) » (BITS_GAMMA - 8) ; 
b2 (b2 + rand_b) » (BITS_GAMMA - 8) ; 
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*/ 

BITS_DIFF; 

BITS_DIFF; 

BITS_DIFF; 

bO gamma_lut [bO] ; 
bl gamma_lut [b1] ; 
b2 gamma_lut[b2]; 
b3 gamma_lut [b3] ; 
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/* 

r3 (r3 + rand_a) » (BITS_GAMMA - a); 
g3 (g3 + rand_b) » (BITS_GAMMA - a); 
b3 (b3 + rand_c) » (BITS_GAMMA - a); 

/* store RGB values */ 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 1) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 2) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 3 ) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 4) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 5) (TpixelS) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 6 ) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 7) (Tpixe18) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 8) (Tpixela) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 9) (Tpixe18) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 10) (Tpixe18) 
* (buf_rgbp_dst + pix + 11) = (Tpixe18) 

buf_rgbp_src += dim_rgbp->stride; 
buf_rgbp_dst += dim_rgbp->stride; 

bO 
gO 
rO 
b1 
gl 
r1 
b2 
g2 
r2 
b3 

g3 
r3 

& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS-»ASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 

& VALID_BITS_MASK; 
& VALID_BITS_MASK; 

* Name: gamma_noise_dither_v1 
* 
* Description: Gamma correction and noise dithering. This function is 

optimized. 
*1 

void gamma_noise_dither_v1( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 1* source frame; RGB-packed format *1 
TpixelS *buf_rgbp_dst, /* destination frame; RGB-packed format *1 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 1* structure containing frame dimensions *1 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut) /* gamma LUT; type LUT_SHIFTED_TO_BIT_15 *1 

int nol, wpl, wps; 
int line, pix; 
Tpixe132 w1, w2, w3; 
Tpixe132 w1_l, w1_r, w2_1, w2_r, w3_l, w3_r; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_src-p, *restrict w_dst-p; 
Tpixe18 rO, r1, r2, r3, gO, gl, g2, g3, bO, b1, b2, b3; 
Tpixel16 rO_g, rl_g, r2_g, r3_g, gO_g, gl_g, g2_g, g3_g, bO_g, bl_g, b2_g, b3_g; 
Tpixe132 rand_I, rand_r; 
Tpixe132 seed; 

wpl dim_rgbp->pix I sizeof(Tpixe132); 
wps dim_rgbp->stride I sizeof(Tpixe132); 
nol dim_rgbp-> 1 in; 

buf_src (Tpixe132 *) buf_rgbp_src; 
buf_dst (Tpixe132 *) buf_rgbp_dst; 

seed initial_seed; 

#ifdef DYNAMIC_NOISE 
initial_seed++; 

#endif 

for (line=O; line<nol; line++) 
{ 

for (pix=O; pix<3*wpl; pix+=3) 
{ 

#pragma apge unroll=4 
w_src-p &buf_src[pix]; 
w_dst-p = &buf_dst[pix]; 

1* read RGB values from memory */ 
w1 w_src-p[O]; 
w2 w_src-p[l); 
w3 w_src-p[2]; 
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#ifdef CORRECT_OFFSET_ICP_MATRIX 
w1 DSPUQUADADDUI(w1, Wl_ICP_OFFSET}, 
w2 = DSPUQUADADDUI(w2, W2_ICP_OFFSET}; 
w3 DSPUQUADADDUI(w3, W3_ICP_OFFSET}; 

ilendif 

#ifdef __ BIG_ENDIAN __ 

ilelse 

#endif 

bO UBYTESEL(w1, 3} ; 
gO UBYTESEL (w1, 2) ; 
rO UBYTESEL(wl, 1) ; 
bl UBYTESEL (w1, 0) ; 

gl UBYTESEL(w2, 3) ; 
r1 UBYTESEL(w2, 2) ; 
b2 UBYTESEL (w2, 1) ; 
g2 UBYTESEL(w2, 0) ; 

r2 UBYTESEL{w3, 3} ; 
b3 UBYTESEL(w3, 2) ; 
g3 UBYTESEL (w3, 1) ; 
r3 UBYTESEL{w3, 0) ; 

/* __ LITTLE_ENDIAN__ * / 
bO UBYTESEL(w1, 0) ; 

gO UBYTESEL (w1, 1) ; 
rO UBYTESEL(w1, 2) ; 
b1 UBYTESEL(w1, 3) ; 

gl UBYTESEL (w2, O) ; 
r1 UBYTESEL(w2, 1) ; 
b2 UBYTESEL (w2, 2) ; 
g2 UBYTESEL(w2, 3) ; 

r2 UBYTESEL(w3, 0) ; 

b3 UBYTESEL (w3, 1) ; 
g3 UBYTESEL (w3, 2) ; 
r3 UBYTESEL(w3, 3) ; 

/* gamma correction */ 
rO_g gamma_lut[rO]; gO_g 
r1_g garnma_lutLr1]; gl_g 
r2_g garnma_lut[r2]; g2_g 
r3_g garnma_lut[r3]; g3_g 

gamma_lut[gO]; bO_g 
garnma_lut[gl]; b1_g 
garnma_lut[g2]; b2_g 
garnma_lut[g3]; b3_g 

gamma_lut[bO]; 
garnma_lut [b1] ; 
garnma_lu t [b2] ; 
gamma_lut [b3]; 

/* calculate random values */ 
seed = (LCG_A * seed + LCG_C); 

PACK16LSB(seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 4*BITS_DIFF 16 + BITS_DITH), 
seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 3*BITS_DIFF - 16 + BITS_DITH»; 

PACK16LSB(seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 2*BITS_DIFF - 16 + BITS_DITH), 
seed» (RAND_SHIFT + BITS_DIFF - 16 + BITS_DITH»; 

PACK16LSB(bO_g, gO_g); w1_r 
PACK16LSB(gl_g, r1_g); w2_r 
PACK16LSB(r2_g, b3_g); w3_r 

PACK16LSB(rO_g, b1_g); 
PACK16LSB{b2_g, g2_g); 
PACK16LSB(g3_g, r3_g); 

#else /* __ LITTLE_ENDIAN __ */ 

#endif 

PACK16LSB(seed» (RAND_SHIFT + BITS_DIFF - 16 + BITS_DITH), 
seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 2*BITS_DIFF 16 + BITS_DITH»; 

PACK16LSB(seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 3*BITS_DIFF 16 + BITS_DITH), 
seed» (RAND_SHIFT + 4*BITS_DIFF - 16 + BITS_DITH»; 

PACK16LSBlb1_g, rO_g); w1_r 
PACK16LSB(g2_g, b2_g); w2_r 
PACK16LSB(r3_g, g3_g); w3_r 

PACK16LSB{gO_g, bO_g); 
PACK16LSB(r1_g, gl_g); 
PACK16LSB(b3_g, r2_g); 
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w1_l += ran~l; 
w2 1 += ran~l; 
w3_l += rand_l; 

w1_r 
w2_r 
w3_r 

+= rand_r; 
+= rand_r; 
+= rand_r; 

wl MERGEMSB(MERGEMSB(w1_l, wl_r) , MERGELSB(wl_l, w1_r»; 
w2 MERGEMSB(MERGEMSB(w2_l, w2_r) , MERGELSB(w2_l, w2_r»; 
w3 MERGEMSB(MERGEMSB(w3_l, w3_r), MERGELSB(w3_l, w3_r»; 

/* store RGB 
w_dst-p[O) 
w_dst-p[l] 
w_dst-p[2) 

buf_src += wps; 
buf_dst += wps; 

B.2 

values */ 
wl & VALID_BITS_MASK_QUAD; 
w2 & VALID_BITS_MASK_QUAD; 
w3 & VALID_BITS_MASK_QUAD; 

/* 

* (c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

* 
* 

Philips Research Laboratories 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

* 
* Name 
* 
* Author 
* 
* Date 

* 
* Function 

* 
*/ 

David La Hei 

January 17, 2000 

Header file for gamma_dith.c 

#ifndef GAMMA_DITH_H_INCLUDED 
#define GAMMA_DITH_H_INCLUDED 

#define LUT_DEFAULT 0 
#define LUT SHIFTED_TO_BIT_15 1 
#define LUT_8_BITS 2 

extern void init_gamma_lut( 
Tpixell6 *gamma_lut, 
float gamma_val, 
int type); 

extern void gamma_only( 
TPixel8 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 

extern void gamma_noise_dither_ref( 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dilTLrgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 

extern void gamma_noise_dither_vl( 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 
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extern void gamrna_hf_noise_dither_ref( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 

extern void gamma_hf_noise_dither_vl( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 

extern void gamrna_floyd_steinberg_dither_ref( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 

extern void gamma_floyd_steinberg_dither_vl( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dillLrgbp, 
Tpixel16 *gamma_lut); 
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C Source code of gamma correction with nSF 

C.I gamma_dmc.c 
1* 

* (c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 

* 
* 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

* 
* 
* 

Philips Research Laboratories 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

* 
* Name 

* Author 

* 
Date 

David La Hei 

January 17, 2000 

* Function 
* 

Gamma en dual mode coding of subfields for PDP. 

History 
* 99-05-11 
* 
*1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <std1ib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

Initial version 

#include <ops/custom_defs.h> 

#include "types.h" 
#include "gamma_&nc.h" 

/* #define CORRECT_OFFSET ICP_MATRIX */ 

f* 
* if defined, small error in ICP is corrected: 

* 
* For input: Y=l6, U,V=12a 
* output of ICP matrix is: R,B=13, G=17. 
* Output should be: R,G,B = 16. 
* So, compensate with offsets: offset(R,B)=+3, offset(G)=-l. 
*f 

#ifdef __ BIG_ENDIAN __ 
#define Wl rcp OFFSET Ox03ff0303 
#define W2_ICP_OFFSET Oxff0303ff 
#define W3 ICP_OFFSET Ox0303ff03 
#else /* __ LITTLE_ENDIAN __ */ 
#define Wl_ICP_OFFSET Ox0303ff03 
#define W2_ICP_OFFSET Oxff0303ff 
#define W3_ICP_OFFSET Ox03ff0303 
#endif 

static unsigned char &nc52 [) 
OxOO, OxlO, 1* A, level 0, 1 
Ox08, Oxl8, /* A, level 2, 3 
Ox20, Ox30, /* A, level 4, 5 
Ox28, Ox3a, 1* A, level 6, 7 
Ox24, Ox34, /* A, level a, 9 
Ox2c, Ox3c, I' A, level 10, 11 
Ox44, Ox54, /* A, level 12, 13 
Ox4c, Ox5c, /* A, level 14, 15 
Ox42, Ox52, /* A, level 16, 17 
Ox4a, Ox5a, /* A, level 18, 19 
Ox62, Ox72, /* A, level 20, 21 
Ox6a, Ox7a, /* A, level 22, 23 
Ox66, Ox76, /* A, level 24, 25 
Ox6e, Ox7e, /* A, level 26, 27 

72 

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*f 
*/ 
*1 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
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Oxa6, Oxb6, 
Oxae, Oxbe, 
Oxe6, Oxd6, 
Oxee, Oxde, 
Oxe6, Oxf6, 
Oxee, Oxfe, 
Oxe5, Oxf5, 
Oxed, Oxfd, 
Oxe3, Oxf3, 
Oxeb, Oxfb, 
Oxe7, Oxf7, 
Oxef, Oxff, 
OxOO, Oxl0, 
Ox08, Ox18, 
Ox04, Ox14, 
OxOe, Oxle, 
Ox24, Ox34, 
Ox2e, Ox3e, 
Ox22, Ox32, 
Ox2a, Ox3a, 
Ox42, Ox52, 
Ox4a, Ox5a, 
Ox46, Ox56, 
Ox4e, Ox5e, 
Ox66, Ox76, 
Ox6e, Ox7e, 
Ox65, Ox75, 
Ox6d, Ox7d, 
Ox63, Ox73, 
Ox6b, Ox7b, 
Ox67, Ox77, 
Ox6f, Ox7f, 
Oxa7, Oxb7, 
Oxaf, Oxbf, 
Oxe7, Oxd7, 
Oxef, Oxdf, 
Oxe7, Oxf7, 
Oxef, Oxff 
}; 

/* A, level 28, 29 */ 
/* A, level 30, 31 */ 
/* A, level 32, 33 */ 
/* A, level 34, 35 */ 
/* A, level 36, 37 */ 
/* A, level 38, 39 */ 
/* A, level 40, 41 */ 
/* A, level 42, 43 */ 
/* A, level 44, 45 */ 
/* A, level 46, 47 */ 
/* A, level 48, 49 */ 
/* A, level 50, 51 */ 
/* B, level 0, 1 */ 
/* B, level 2, 3 */ 
/* B, level 4, 5 */ 
/* B, level 6, 7 */ 
/* B, level 8, 9 */ 
/* B, level 10, 11 */ 
/* B, level 12, 13 */ 
/* B, level 14, 15 */ 
/* B, level 16, 17 */ 
/* B, level 18, 19 */ 
/* B, level 20, 21 */ 
/* B, level 22, 23 */ 
/* B, level 24, 25 */ 
/* B, level 26, 27 */ 
/* B, level 28, 29 */ 
/* B, level 30, 31 */ 
/* B, level 32, 33 */ 
/* B, level 34, 35 */ 
/* B, level 36, 37 */ 
/* B, level 38, 39 */ 
/* B, level 40, 41 */ 
/* B, level 42, 43 */ 
/* B, level 44, 45 */ 
/* B, level 46, 47 */ 
/* B, level 48, 49 */ 
/* B, level 50, 51 */ 

static unsigned char dme64[] 
OxOO, OxOl, /* A, level 0, 1 */ 
Ox80, Ox8l, /" A, level 2, 3 *1 
Ox82, Ox83, /* A, level 4, 5 */ 
OxeO, Oxe1, /* A, level 6, 7 */ 
Oxe2, Oxe3, /* A, level 8, 9 */ 
Oxe4, Oxe5, /* A, level 10, 11 */ 
Oxe6, Oxe7, /* A, level 12, 13 */ 
Oxa2, Oxa3, /* A, level 14, 15 */ 
OxeO, Oxel, /* A, level 16, 17 */ 
Oxe2, Oxe3, /* A, level 18, 19 */ 
Oxe4, Oxe5, 
Oxe6, Oxe7, 
Oxaa, Oxab, 
Oxe8, Oxe9, 
Oxea, Oxeb, 
Oxee, Oxed, 
Oxee, Oxef, 
Ox92, Ox93, 
OxdO, Oxdl, 
Oxd2, Oxd3, 
Oxd4, Oxd5, 
Oxd6, Oxd7, 
Oxb2, Oxb3, 
OxfO, Oxfl, 
Oxf2, Oxf3, 
Oxf4, Oxf5, 
Oxf6, Oxf7, 
Oxba, Oxbb, 
Oxf8, Oxf9, 
Oxfa, Oxfb, 
Oxfe, Oxfd, 
Oxfe, Oxff, 

/* A, level 20, 21 */ 
/* A, level 22, 23 */ 
/* A, level 24, 25 */ 
/* A, level 26, 27 */ 
/* A, level 28, 29 */ 
/* A, level 30, 31 */ 
/* A, level 32, 33 */ 
/* A, level 34, 35 */ 
/* A, level 36, 37 */ 
/* A, level 38, 39 */ 
/* A, level 40, 41 */ 
/* A, level 42, 43 */ 
1* A, level 44, 45 */ 
1* A, level 46, 47 */ 
/* A, level 48, 49 */ 
1* A, level 50, 51 */ 
1* A, level 52, 53 */ 
/* A, level 54, 55 */ 
/* A, level 56, 57 *1 
/* A, level 58, 59 */ 
/* A, level 60, 61 */ 
/* A, level 62, 63 *1 
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OxOO, Ox01, 
Ox02, Ox03, 
Ox82, Ox83, 
Ox06, Ox07, 
Ox86, Ox87, 
Ox46, Ox47, 
Oxe6, Oxe7, 
Ox8a, Ox8b, 
OxOe, OxOL 
Ox8e, Ox8f, 
Ox4e, Ox4f, 
Oxee, Oxcf, 
Oxaa, Oxab, 
Ox2e, Ox2f, 
Oxae, Oxaf, 
Ox6e, Ox6f, 
Oxee, Oxef, 
Ox92, Ox93, 
Ox16, Ox17, 
Ox96, Ox97, 
Ox56, Ox57, 
Oxd6, Oxd7, 
Ox9a, Ox9b, 
Ox1e, OxlL 
Oxge, Ox9f, 
Ox5e, Ox5£, 
Oxde, Oxdf, 
Oxba, Oxbb, 
Ox3e, Ox3f, 
Oxbe, Oxbf, 
Ox7e, Ox7f, 
Oxfe, Oxff 
}; 

/* B, level 0, 1 */ 
/* B, level 2, 3 */ 
/* B, level 4, 5 */ 
/* B, level 6, 7 */ 
/* B, level 8, 9 */ 
/* B, level 10, 11 */ 
/* B, level 12, 13 */ 
/* B, level 14, 15 */ 
/* B, level 16, 17 */ 
/* B, level 18, 19 */ 
/* B, level 20, 21 */ 
/* B, level 22, 23 */ 
/* B, level 24, 25 */ 
/* B, level 26, 27 */ 
/* B, level 28, 29 */ 
/* B, level 30, 31 */ 
/* B, level 32, 33 */ 
/* B, level 34, 35 */ 
/* B, level 36, 37 *1 
/* B, level 38, 39 */ 
/* B, level 40, 41 */ 
/* B, level 42, 43 */ 
/* B, level 44, 45 */ 
/* B, level 46, 47 */ 
/* B, level 48, 49 */ 
1* B, level 50, 51 */ 
/* B, level 52, 53 */ 
/* B, level 54, 55 */ 
1* B, level 56, 57 */ 
/* B, level 58, 59 */ 
/* B, level 60, 60 */ 
/* B, level 62, 63 */ 

static unsigned char dmel08[) 
OxOO, OxOl, 1* A, level 0, 1 */ 
Ox80, Ox8l, /* A, level 2, 3 *1 
Ox82, Ox83, 1* A, level 4, 5 */ 
Ox04, Ox05, 1* A, level 6, 7 */ 
Ox06, Ox07, /* A, level 8, 9 *1 
Ox86, Ox87, /* A, level 10, 11 */ 
Ox44, Ox45, 1* A, level 12, 13 *1 
Ox46,Ox47, /* A, level 14,15 *1 
Oxe6, Oxe7, /* A, level 16. 17 */ 
Ox08, Ox09. /* A, level 18. 19 */ 
Ox88. OxS9, /* A, level 20. 21 */ 
OxSa, Ox8b. /* A, level 22. 23 */ 
Ox4S. Ox49, /* A. level 24, 25 */ 
OxeS, Oxe9. /* A, level 26, 27 */ 
Oxea, Oxeb. /* A, level 2S, 29 */ 
Ox4e, Ox4d. 1* A, level 30, 31 *1 
Oxee, Oxed, 1* A, level 32. 33 *1 
Oxee, Oxef, 1* A, level 34, 35 *1 
Ox28, Ox29, /* A, level 36. 37 */ 
OxaS, Oxa9. /* A, level 38, 39 *1 
Oxaa. Oxab. /* A, level 40, 41 */ 
Ox2e. Ox2d, / * A. level 42, 43 * / 
Ox2e. Ox2f. /* A, level 44, 45 *1 
Oxae, Oxaf. /* A, level 46, 47 */ 
Ox6e. Ox6d, 1* A, level 4S, 49 */ 
Ox6e, Ox6f. /* A, level 50, 51 */ 
Oxee, Oxef, 1* A, level 52, 53 *1 
OxIO, Oxll, 1* A. level 54, 55 */ 
Ox90, Ox91. f* A, level 56, 57 */ 
Ox92, Ox93. /* A, level 58. 59 'Of 

Ox14, Ox15. /* A, level 60. 61 */ 
Ox16, Ox17, f* A, level 62. 63 */ 
Ox96, Ox97. /* A, level 64, 65 */ 
Ox54, Ox55, /* A, level 66, 67 */ 
Ox56, Ox57, /* A, level 68, 69 .. / 
Oxd6, Oxd7, /* A, level 70. 71 */ 
Ox18, Ox19, /* A, level 72, 73 */ 
Ox9S. Ox99, /* A. level 74, 75 .. / 
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Ox9a, Ox9b, 
Ox58, Ox59, 
Oxd8, Oxd9, 
Oxda, Oxdb, 
Ox5c, Ox5d, 
Oxdc, Oxdd, 
Oxde, Oxdf, 
Ox38, Ox39, 
Oxb8, Oxb9, 
Oxba, Oxbb, 
Ox3c, Ox3d, 
Ox3e, Ox3f, 
Oxbe, Oxbf, 
Ox7e, Ox7d, 
Ox7e, Ox7f, 
Oxfe, Oxff, 
OxOO, Ox01, 
Ox02, Ox03, 
Ox82, Ox83, 
Ox40, Ox41, 
OxcO, Oxel, 
Oxe2, Oxc3, 
Ox44, Ox45, 
Oxc4, Oxe5, 
Oxe6, Oxe7, 
Ox20, Ox21, 
Ox22, Ox23, 
Oxa2, Oxa3, 
Ox24, Ox25, 
Ox26, Ox27, 
Oxa6, Oxa7, 
Ox64, Ox65, 
Ox66, Ox67, 
Oxe6, Oxe7, 
Ox28, Ox29, 
Ox2a, Ox2b, 
Oxaa, Oxab, 
Ox68, Ox69, 
Oxe8, Oxe9, 
Oxea, Oxeb, 
Ox6e, Ox6d, 
Oxec, Oxed, 
Oxee, Oxef, 
Oxl0, Oxll, 
Ox12, Ox13, 
oxn, Ox93, 
Ox50, Ox51, 
OxdO, Oxdl, 
Oxd2, Oxd3, 
Ox54, Ox55, 
Oxd4, Oxd5, 
Oxd6, Oxd7, 
Ox30, Ox31, 
Ox32,Ox33, 
Oxb2, Oxb3, 
Ox34, Ox35, 
Ox36, Ox37, 
Oxb6, Oxb7, 
Ox74, Ox75, 
Ox76, Ox77, 
Oxf6, Oxf7, 
Ox38, Ox39, 
Ox3a, Ox3b, 
Oxba, Oxbb, 
Ox78, Ox79, 
Oxf8, Oxf9, 
Oxfa, Oxfb, 
Ox7c, Ox7d, 
Oxfc, Oxfd, 
Oxfe, Oxff 
} ; 

1* 

1* A, level 76, 77 *1 
1* A, level 78, 79 *1 
1* A, level 80, 81 *1 
/* A, level 82, 83 *1 
1* A, level 84, 85 *1 
1* A, level 86, 87 *1 
1* A, level 88, 89 *1 
1* A, level 90, 91 *1 
1* A, level 92, 93 *1 
1* A, level 94, 95 */ 
/* A, level 96, 97 *1 
1* A, level 98, 99 *1 
1* A, level 100, 101 *1 
1* A, level 102, 103 */ 
1* A, level 104, 105 *1 
1* A, level 106, 107 *1 
1* B, 'level 0, 1 *1 
1* B, level 2, 3 *1 
1* B, level 4, 5 *1 
/* B, level 6, 7 *1 
1* B, level 8, 9 *1 
1* B, level 10, 11 *1 
1* B, level 12, 13 *1 
1* B, level 14, 15 *1 
1* B, level 16, 17 *1 
1* B, level 18, 19 *1 
1* B, level 20, 21 */ 
1* B, level 22, 23 *1 
/* B, level 24, 25 */ 
1* B, level 26, 27 *1 
1* B, level 28, 29 */ 
1* B, level 30, 31 *1 
1* B, level 32, 33 *1 
1* B, level 34, 35 */ 
1* B, level 36, 37 *1 
/* B, level 38, 39 */ 
1* B, level 40, 41 *1 
/* B, level 42, 43 *1 
1* B, level 44, 45 *1 
1* B, level 46, 47 *1 
1* B, level 48, 49 */ 
1* B, level 50, 51 *1 
1* B, level 52, 53 *1 
1* B, level 54, 55 *1 
/* B, level 56, 57 */ 
1* B, level 58, 59 */ 
1* B, level 60, 60 */ 
/* B, level 62, 63 *1 
1* B, level 64, 65 *1 
1* B, level 66, 67 *1 
/* B, level 68, 69 *1 
1* B, level 70, 71 *1 
1* B, level 72, 73 *1 
/* B, level 74, 75 *1 
/* B, level 76, 77 *1 
1* B, level 78, 79 */ 
1* B, level 80, 81 *1 
/* B, level 82, 83 *1 
/* B, level 84, 85 */ 
/* B, level 86, 87 */ 
/* B, level 88, 89 *1 
1* B, level 90, 91 */ 
/* B, level 92, 93 *1 
1* B, level 94, 95 *1 
1* B, level 96, 97 *1 
/* B, level 98, 99 */ 
1* B, level 100, 101 */ 
1* B, level 102, 103 */ 
/* B, level 104, 105 *1 
/* B, level 106, 107 */ 
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* 
* Description: Initialization of gamma and dmc look-up table. 

* The following LUT types are defined: 
* LUT_DMCl08-

* 

* 

* 

Dual-Mode Coding (or duplicated subfield method) 
with 108 grey levels. 

LUT_DMC64 -
Dual-Mode Coding (or duplicated subfield method) 
with 64 grey levels. 

LUT_DMC52 
Dual-Mode Coding (or duplicated subfield method) 
with 52 grey levels. 

*/ 
void init_garnrna_dmc_lut( 

Tpixel8 *gamma_dmc_lut, 
float gamma_val, 

/* gamma LUT */ 
/* gamma value */ 

/* 

int type) /* LUT contents type */ 

int i; 
float i_norm; 
int val; 
Tpixe18 *dmc_table; 
int half_table_size; 

swi tch ( type) ( 
case LUT_DMCl08: 

dmc_table dmcl08; 
half_table_size = 108; 
break; 

case LUT_DMC64: 
dmc_table = dmc64; 
half_table_size = 64; 
break; 

case LUT_DMC52: 
default: 

dmc_table = dmc52; 
half_table_size = 52; 
break; 

for (i=0;i<8;i++) gamma_dmc_lutlil 
for (i=0;i<8;i++) gamma_dmc_lutli+1281 
for (i=O;i<8;i++) gamma_dmc_lut[i+2561 

for (i=8;i<128;i++) ( 
i_norm = (i-8)/119.0; /* range 0 .. 1 */ 

dmc_table[O]; /* A */ 
dmc_tablelhalf_table_sizel; /* B */ 
dmc_table[O); /* A */ 

val = (int) ( pow (i_norm, garnrna_val)*(half_table_size -1»; 
gamma_dmc_lutli) dmc_table[val]; /* A */ 
gamma_dmc_lutli+128] dmc_tablelval + half_table_sizel; /* B */ 
garnrna_dmc_lut(i+2561 dmc_table[val]; /* A */ 

* Function name: garnrna_dmc 

* Description: Gamma correction and duplicated subfield method. 
This function is optimized. 

*/ 
void gamma_dmc( 

Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 

/* source frame; RGB-packed format */ 
/* destination frame; RGB-packed format */ 
/* structure containing frame dimensions */ 

Tpixe18 *gamma_dmc_lut) /* gamma LUT */ 

int nol, wpl, wps; 
int line, pix; 
Tpixe132 wI, w2, w3; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_src-p, *restrict w_dst-p; 
Tpixe18 rO, rl, r2, r3, gO, gl, g2, g3, bO, bI, b2, b3; 
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Tpixe132 *buf_src, *buf_dst; 
Tpixe18 *lutJ); 

wpl dim_rgbp->pix / sizeof(Tpixe132); 
wps dim_rgbp->stride / sizeof(Tpixe132); 
nol dim_rgbp->lin; 

(Tpixe132 *) buf_rgbp_src; 
(Tpixe132 *) buf_rgbp_dst; 

for (line=O; line<nol; line++) 
{ 

for (pix=O; pix<3*wpl, pix+=3) 
{ 

&buCsrc [pix] ; 
&buf_dst [pix] ; 

/* read ROB values from memory */ 
wI w_srcJ) [01 ; 
w2 w_srcJ) [1] ; 
w3 w_srcJ) [2] ; 

#ifdef CORRECT_OFFSET_ICP_MATRIX 
wI DSPUQUADADDUI(wl, Wl_ICP_OFFSET}; 
w2 DSPUQUADADDUI(w2, W2_ICP_OFFSET}; 
w3 DSPUQUADADDUI(w3, W3_ICP_OFFSET}; 

#endif 

#ifdef 

#else 

wI «wI» I) & Ox7f7f7f7f}; 
w2 «w2» I) & Ox7f7f7f7f}; 
w3 «w3» 1) & Ox7f7f7f7f); 

_BIG_ENDIAN_ 
wI 1 OxOOOOO080; 
bO UBYTESEL (wI, 3) ; 
gO UBYTESEL (wI, 2) ; 
rO UBYTESEL(wl, 1) ; 

bl UBYTESEL (wI, 0) ; 

w2 1= Ox80800000; 
gl UBYTESEL(w2, 3) ; 
rl UBYTESEL(w2, 2) ; 
b2 UBYTESEL(w2, I} ; 
g2 UBYTESEL(w2, O} ; 

w3 1= Ox00808080; 
r2 UBYTESEL(w3, 3) ; 
b3 UBYTESEL (w3, 2) ; 
g3 UBYTESEL(w3, I} ; 
r3 UBYTESEL(w3, O} ; 
/* _LITTLE_ENDIAN_ */ 
wI 1 Ox80000000; 
bO UBYTESEL (wI, O) ; 
gO UBYTESEL (wI, I) ; 
rO UBYTESEL (wI, 2) ; 
bl UBYTESEL (wI, 3) ; 

w2 1= OxOOOO8080; 
gl UBYTESEL(w2, 0) ; 
rl UBYTESEL(w2, 1) ; 
b2 UBYTESEL{w2, 2) ; 
g2 UBYTESEL(w2, 3} ; 

w3 1= Ox80808000; 
r2 UBYTESEL (w3, 0) ; 
b3 UBYTESEL(w3, 1) ; 
g3 UBYTESEL(w3, 2} ; 
r3 UBYTESEL(w3, 3) ; 
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#endif 

/* gamma correction */ 
rO lut-p[rO); gO lut-p[gO); bO 
rl lut-p[rl); gl lut-p[gl]; bl 
r2 lut-p[r2); g2 lut-p[g2]; b2 
r3 lut-p[r3]; g3 lut-p[g3]; b3 

/* store RGB values */ 
#ifdef _BIG_ENDIAN_ 

w_dst-p[OI PACKl6LSB(PACKBYTES(bO, 
w_dst-p!l] PACKl6LSB(PACKBYTES(gl, 
w_dst-p(2] PACKl6LSB (PACKBYTES (r2, 

#else /* __ LITTLE_ENDIAN_ */ 

#endif 
} 

w_dst-p(Oj PACKl6LSE (PACKEYTES (bl, 
w_dst-p[ll PACKl6LSE(PACKBYTES(g2, 
w_dst-p[2] PACKl6LSE(PACKEYTES(r3. 

buf_src += wps; 
buf_dst += wps; 

C.2 gamma_dmc.h 

lut-p[bO] ; 
lut-p[bl) ; 
lut-p[b2] ; 
lut -p[b3) ; 

gO) • PACKBYTES (rO, 
r1) , PACKBYTES(b2, 
b3) • PACKBYTES (g3. 

rO) , PACKBYTES(gO, 
b2) , PACKEYTES(rl. 
g3) • PACKEYTES (b3 , 

/* 

* (c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 

b1) ) ; 
g2» ; 
r3) ) ; 

bO») ; 
gl) ; 
r2» ; 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

Philips Research Laboratories 
Eindhoven. The Netherlands 

.. Name 

* 
Author 

* Date 

Function 

*/ 

David La Hei 

January 17. 2000 

Header file for gamma_drnc.c 

#ifndef GAMMA_DMC_H_INCLUDED 
#define GAMMA_DMC_H_INCLUDED 

#define LUT_DMC52 0 
#define LUT_DMC64 1 
#define LUT_DMCl08 2 

extern void init_garnrna_drnc_lut( 
Tpixe18 *gamma_drnc_lut, 
float gamma_val. 
int type); 

extern void gamma_drnc( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src. 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_dst. 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tpixe18 *gamma_drnc_lut); 
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D Source code of subfield motion-compensation 

D.I subfield_IDc.c 
/* 

(c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 
* All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 

prohibited without the written consent of the copyright OWIler. 

* 

* 

Philips Research Laboratories 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Name subfield_mc.c 

Author David La Hei 

Date January 17, 2000 

Function Motion compensation on subfields for PDP 

History 
99-10-12 Initial version 

*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <tmlib/dprintf.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <assert.h> 

#include <ops/custom_defs.h> 

# include "buffer.h" 
#include "types.h" 
#include "lnm.h" 

#include "subfield_mc.h" 

#define GRPO_MASK_QUAD ( (GRPO_MASK 
(GRPO_MASK 

#define GRP1_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP1_MASK 
(GRP1_MASK 

#define GRP2_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP2_MASK 
(GRP2_MASK 

#define GRP3_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP3_MASK 
(GRP3_MASK 

#define GRP4_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP4_MASK 
(GRPCMASK 

#define GRP5_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP5_MASK 
(GRP5_MASK 

#define GRP6_MASK_QUAD ( (GRP6_MASK 
(GRPLMASK 

« 24) (GRPO_MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRPO_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP1_MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP1_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP2 MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP2_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP3_MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP3_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP4 MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP4_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP5_MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP5_MASK) ) 
« 24) (GRP6_MASK « 16) 
« 8) (GRP6_MASK) ) 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

#define MY_CLIP (x, min, max) «x) < (min) ? 0: «x) > (max) ? (max): (x») 
#define NULL_VECTOR(mv) «mv) .sx 0 && (mv) .sy 0) 

#define SCALE_MV_VIDEO(mv, delta_t) «(mv)*(delta t) + 256*TEMP_ACCURACY + 
TEMP_ACCURACY/2)/TEMP_ACCURACY - 256) -
#define SCALE_MV_FILM_22(mv, delta_t) «(mv)*(delta_t) + 256*2*TEMP_ACCURACY + 
TEMP_ACCURACY) /(2*TEMP_ACCURACY) - 256) 
#define SCALE_MV_FILM_23 (mv, delta_t) «(mv)*(delta_t)*4 + 256*10*TEMP_ACCURACY + 
5*TEMP_ACCURACY)/(10*TEMP_ACCURACY) 256) 

static int sfmc_delta_t(J = { 
GRPO_DELTA_T, GRP1_DELTA_T, 
GRP2_DELTA_T, GRP3_DELTA_T, 
GRP4_DELTA_T, GRP5_DELTA_T, 
GRP6_DELTA_T 

} ; 
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static Tpixe132 sfmc_mask_quad[] 
GRPO_MASK_QUAD, GRP1_MASK_QUAD, 
GRP2_MASK_QUAD, GRP3_MASK_QUAD, 
GRP4_MASK_QUAD, GRPS_MASK_QUAD, 
GRP6_MASK_QUAD 

) ; 

static int sfmc_mask[] 
GRPO_MASK, GRP1_MASK, 
GRP2_MASK, GRP3_MASK, 
GRP4_MASK, GRPS_MASK, 
GRP6_MASK 

) ; 

idefine ALL_GRP_MASK (GRPO_MASK 
GRP4_MASK 

/* 

GRP1_MASK 
GRPS_MASK 

* Function name: set_simulation_vector_field 

GRP2_MASK I GRP3_MASK I \ 
GRP6_MASK) 

* Description: Set the motion vectors and segmentation mask. 
For workstation simulation. 

*/ 

void set_simulation_vector_fieldl 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv, /* motion vectors (parameters) and segmentation mask */ 
Tdim dim_mv) /* dimensions of the motion vector field */ 

/* 

int bX,by; 
unsigned char *sm; 
int i; 

buf_mv->parameter[Oj.sx 8; 
buf_mv->parameter[O].sy 2; 
buf_mv->parameter[lj .sx -lS; 
buf_mv->parameter[l] .sy 3; 
buf_mv->parameter[2J .sx 10; 
buf_mv->parameter[2J.sy S; 

LNM_VIDEO; 

for (by=O;by<dim_mv.lin;by++) 
( 

for (bx=O;bx<dim_mv.pix;bx++) 
( 

sm[bx] = bx % 3; 

sm += dim_mv.stride; 

/ * 8 */ 
/* 2 */ 

1* -lS 
/* 3 */ 

/* 10 */ 
/* S */ 

* Function name: set_subfield_scheme 

*/ 

* Description: Write subfield scheme to array data. 
Used for initialization of Fujitsu PDP panel. 

*/ 
void set_subfield_scheme(unsigned char *data) 
{ 

data[OJ 
data[l] 
data[2] 
data[3] 
data[4] 
data[S] 
data[6] 
data[7] 
data[8j 
data[9] 
data[10J 
data[llJ 

80 

SUBFIELDO_BIT; 
SUBFIELDO_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELD1_BIT; 
SUBFIELD1_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELD2_BIT; 
SUBFIELD2_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELD3_BIT; 
SUBFIELD3_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELD4_BIT; 
SUBFIELD4_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELDS_BIT; 
SUBFIELDS_WEIGHT; 
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1* 

data [12) 
data[13) 
data[14) 
data[lS] 

SUBFIELD6_BIT; 
SUBFIELD6_WEIGHT; 
SUBFIELD7_BIT; 
SUBFIELD7_WEIGHT; 

* Function name: subfie1d_mc_ref 

* Description: Subfield motion compensation. This code is 
* NOT optimized, it is the reference code. 
*1 

void subfie1d_mc_ref( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 1* source frame; RGB-packed format *1 
Tpixel8 *buf_rgbp_dst, 1* destination frame; RGB-packed format *1 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 1* structure containing frame dimensions *1 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv, 1* motion vectors (parameters) and segmentation mask *1 
Tdim *dim_mv) 1* dimensions of the motion vector field */ 

Tparameter_mem p[MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS); 
int grp; 
int bx, by; 
int 1; 
unsigned char *buf_src, *buf_dst; 
unsigned char *b1k_src-p, *b1k_dst-p; 
unsigned char *sm-p; 
int stride_rgbp; 
int lin, pix; 
int lin _max, pix_max; 
int dx, dy; 
int mask; 

lin_max 
pix_max 

8* {dim_mv->lin 
8* (dim_mv->pix 

1) ; 
1) ; 

1* 
* Calculate parameters for the layers and for the subfield groups. 
*/ 

for(l=O; l<NUM_LAYERS; 1++) { 
for (grp=O;grp<MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS;grp++) 

switch (buf_mv->film) { 
case LNM_VIDEO: 

p[grp) [1] .sx 
p [ grp] [1) . sy 
break; 

case LNM_FILM_22: 

SCALE_MV_VIDEO(buf_mv->pararneter[l) .sx, sfmc_delta_t[grp]); 
SCALE_MV_VIDEO(buf_rnv->pararneter[l].sy, sfmc_delta_t[grp); 

p[grp] [l).sx SCALE_MV_FILM_22 (buf_rnv->pararneter[l) .sx, sfrnc_delta_t[grp]); 
p[grp) [I] .sy = SCALE_MV_FILM_22(buf_rnv->pararneter[lj.sy, sfrnc_delta_t(grp]); 
break; 

case LNM_FILM_23: 
p[grp) [lJ.sx SCALE_MV_FILM_23(buf_rnv->pararneter[lj.sx, sfrnc_delta_t[grp); 
p[grp] [1] .sy = SCALE_MV_FILM_23 {buf_rnv->pararneter(lj .sy, sfrnc_delta_t[grpj); 
break; 

buf_src = buf_rgbp_src; 
buf_dst = buf_rgbp_dst; 
stride_rgbp dim_rgbp->stride; 
sm-p = buf_mv->segment-IDask; 

for (by=O;by<dirn_mv->lin;by++) 
{ 

for (bx=O;bx<dim_rnv->pix;bx++) 
{ 

blk_src-p 
blk_dst-p 

/* 

buf_src + 8*by*stride_rgbp + 8*bx*3; 
buf_dst + 8*bx*3; 

* First get block from source frame and clear bits of 
* subfields which are motion compensated. 
*1 
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/* 

) 

for (lin=0,lin<8;lin++) 
( 

/* 

for (pix=0;pix<3*8;pix+=3) 
( 

} 

blk_dst-p(pixl 
blk_dst-p[pix+ll 
blk_dst-Plpix+2J 

blk_src-p[pixJ & -ALL_GRP_MASK; 
blk_src-p[pix+lj & -ALL_GRP_MASKI 
blk_src-Plpix+2J & -ALL_GRP_MASK; 

blk-src-p += stride_rgbp; 
blk_dst-p += stride_rgbpi 

* Now perform motion compensation for subfield groups. 
*/ 

for{grp=Olgrp<MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS,grp++) 
( 

dx p[grp] [sm-p[bxJJ.sx; 
dy p[grp] (sm-p[bx]].sy; 

mask = sfmc_mask[grpJ; 

blk_src-p buf_src + 
MY_CLIP (8*by+dy, O. lin_max)*stride_rgbp + 
MY_CLIP (8*bx+dx, 0, pix_max) *3, 

blk_dst-p = buf_dst + 8*3*bxI 

for (lin=O;lin<8;lin++) 
( 

for (pix=0;pix<3*8,pix+=3) 
( 

blk_dst-p[pixJ 1= blk_src-p[pix] & mask; 
blk_dst-p[pix+l] 1= blk_src-p[pix+l] & mask; 
blk_dst-p[pix+2] 1= blk_src-p[pix+2] & maskl 

blk_src-p += stride_rgbpi 
blk_dst-p += stride_rgbpi 

buf_dst += 8*stride_rgbp; 
sm-p += dim_mv->stride; 

* Function name: subfield_mc_vl 

* Description; Subfield motion compensation. This code is 
optimized. 

*/ 
void subfield_mc_vl( 

Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, /* source frame; RGB-packed format */ 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, /* destination frame; RGB-packed format */ 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, /* structure containing frame dimensions */ 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv, /* motion vectors (parameters) and segmentation mask */ 
Tdim *dim_mv) /* dimensions of the motion vector field */ 

Tparameter_mem p[MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS]; 
int grp; 
int bx, by; 
int II 
Tpixe132 *buf_src, *buf_dstl 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_srC-P1 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_dst-PI 
Tpixe132 wO, wl, w2, w3, w4, w5, w61 
unsigned char *sm-PI 
int wps; 
int lin; 
int lin_max, pix_maXI 
Tpixe132 subfiel~mask[NUM_LAYERS], 
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Tpixe132 
int 
int 
int 

/* 

mask, maskN; 
layer; 
y_offset(MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS] [NUM_LAYERS]; 
x_offset; 

8* (dim_mv->lin 
8* (dim.Jllv->pix 

1) ; 
1) ; 

* Calculate parameters for the layers and for the subfield groups. 
*/ 

for (1=0; l<NUM_LAYERS; 1++) { 
subfield_mask[l] = 0; 
for(grp=O;grp<MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS;grp++) 

switch (buf_mv->film) { 
case LNM_VIDEO: 

p[grp] [1] .sx SCALE_MV_VIDEO(buf_mv->parameter[l].sx, sfmc_delta_t[grpl); 
p[grp] [l].sy = SCALE_MV_VIDEO(buf_mv->parameter[I].sy, sfmc_delta_t[grp]); 
break; 

case LNM_FILM_22: 
p[grp] (1] .sx SCALE_MV_FILM_22 (buf_mv->parameter[l] .sx, sfmc_delta_t[grp]); 
p[grp] [1] .sy = SCALE_MV_FILM_22(buf_mv->parameter[1].sy, sfmc_delta_t[grp]); 
break; 

case LNM_FILM_23: 
p(grp) [l].sx SCALE_MV_FILM_23(buf_mv->parameter[1).sx, sfmc_delta_t[grp]); 
p[grp) [1] .sy SCALE_MV_FILM_23 (buf_mv->parameter[l) .sy, sfmc_delta_t[grpJ); 
break; 

} 

if (! (NULL_VECTOR (p[grp) [1]») subfield_mask[l] 1= sfmc_mask_quad[grp); 

wps dim_rgbp->stride / (sizeof(Tpixe132»; 

(Tpixe132 *) buf_rgbp_src; 
(Tpixe132 *) bUf_rgbp_dst; 

for (by=O;by<dim_mv->lin;by++) 
{ 

for (1=0; l<NUM_LAYERS; 1++) 
for (grp=O;grp<MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS;grp++) 

y_offset[grp] [1] = wps*(UCLIPI(8*by + p[grp) [1] .sy, lin_max) - 8*by); 

for (bx=O;bx<dim_mv->pix;bx++) 
{ 

layer sm.,..p[bx) ; 

mask 
maskN 

subfiel~mask[layer); 

-mask; 

w_dst.,..p[OJ 
w_dst.,..p(2] 
w_dst.,..p[4] 
w_src.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p[O] 
w_dst.,..p[2] 
w_dst.,..p[4] 
w_src.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p[OJ 
w_dst.,..p[2] 
w_dst.,..p[4] 
w_src.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p += 
w_dst.,..p[O) 

buf_src + 6*bx; 
buf_dst + 6*bx; 

w_src.,..p[O] & 
w_src.,..p[21 & 
w_src.,..p[4) & 

wps; 
wps; 

w_src.,..p[O] & 
= w_src.,..p(2] & 
= w_src.,..p[4) & 
wps; 
wps; 

w_src.,..p[O] & 
= w_src.,..p[2j & 
= w_src.,..p[4) & 
wps; 
wps; 

maskN; 
maskN; 
maskN; 

maskN; 
maskN; 
maskN; 

maskN; 
maskN; 
maskN; 

= w_src.,..p[O) & maskN; 
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w_dst.,..p[l] w_src.,..p[l) & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p[3] w_src.,..p[3] & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p[5] w_src.,..p[5] & maskN; 

w_dst.,..p[lJ w_src.,..p[l] & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p(3) w_src.,..p[3] & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p[5) w_src.,..p[5j & maskN; 

w_dst.,..p[ll w_src.,..p[lj & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p[3] w_src.,..p[3] & maskN; 
w_dst.,..p[5) w_src.,..p[5j & maskN; 

w_dst.,..p[l) w_src.,..p[lj & maskN; 
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/" 

"/ 

84 

w~dst-p[2J = w~src-p[2] & maskN; w~dst-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4J = w_src-p[4] & maskN; w_dst-p[5] 

w_src-p[3] & maskN; 
w_src-p[S] & maskN; 

wps; w_src-p 
w_dst-p 
w_dst-p[O] 
w_dst-p[2] 
w_dst-p(4] 
w_src-p += 
w_dst-p += 
w_dst-p[O] 
w_dst-p[2] 
w_dst-p[41 
w_src-p 
w_dst-P += 
w_dst-p[OI 
w_dst-p[2] 
w_dst-p[4] 
w_src-p 
w_dst-p += 
w_dst-p[OI 
w_dst-p[21 
w_dst-p[4J 

wps; 
w_src-p(O] 
w_src-p[2] 
w_src-p[4] 

& maskN; w_dst-p[l] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[3] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[5] 

w_src-p[l] & maskN; 
w_src-p[3] & maskN; 
w_src-p(5] & maskN; 

wps; 
wps; 

w_src-p[O] 
w_src-p[2] 
w_src-p[4] 

wps; 
wps; 

w_src-p[O] 
= w_src-p[2] 

w_src-p[4] 
wps; 
wps; 

w_src-p[O] 
w_src-p[2] 
w_src-p[4] 

& maskN; w_dst-p[l] 
& maskN; w_dst-p(3] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[5] 

& maskN; w_dst-p[l] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[3] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[5] 

& maskN; w_dst-p[l] 
& maskN; w_dst-p[3] 
& maskN; w_dst-p(5] 

for (grp=O;grp<MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS;grp++) 

w_src-p[l] & maskN; 
w_src-p[3] & maskN; 
w_src-p[5) & maskN; 

w_src-p[l] & maskN; 
w_src-p[3] & maskN; 
w_src-p[5] & maskN; 

w_src-p[l] & maskN; 
w_src-p(3) & maskN; 
w_src-p[5] & maskN; 

mask 

/" 
" Check if subfield group needs compensation for 
" the current layer. 
"/ 

if (mask & subfield_mask[layer]) 
/" 

" Perform motion compensation for a subfield group. 

UCLIPI(8*bx+p[grp] [layer] .sx, pix_max) "3; 

printf("b5: x = %d, mv = %d, x_offset»2 %d, x_offset & 3 
8"bx, p[grp] [layer] .sx, x_offset»2, x_offset & 3); 

w_src-p buf _src + y_offset[grp] [layer] + (x_offset»2) ; 
w_dst-P buf _dst + 6"bx; 

switch (x_offset & 3 ) { 

case 0: 
w_dst-p[O] 1 w_src-p[OI & mask; w_dst-p[lJ 1= w_src-p[l] 
w_dst-p[2] 1= w_src-p[2] & mask; w_dst-p[3] 1= w_src-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4] 1= w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[S] 1= w_src-p[5] 
w_src-p wps; 
w_dst-P += wps; 
w_dst-p[O] 1= w_src-p[OI & mask; w_dst-p[ll 1= w_src-p[ll 
w_dst-p[2] 1= w_src-p[2] & mask; w_dst-p[31 1= w_src-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4] 1 w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[5] 1= w_src-p[S] 
w_src-p += wps; 
w_dst-P += wps; 
w_dst-p[O] 1 w_src-p[O] & mask; w_dst-p[l] 1= w_src-p[l] 
w_dst-p[21 1 = w_src-p [2] & mask; w_dst-p(3] 1= w_src-p[31 
w_dst-p[41 1 w_src-p[41 & mask; w_dst-p[S] 1= w_src-p[S] 
w_src-p wps; 
w_dst-p wps; 
w_dst-p[O] 1= w_src-p[O] & mask; w_dst-p[l] 1= w_src-p[l] 
w_dst-p [2] 1 w_src-p[2] & mask; w_dst-p[3J 1= w_s rc-p(3) 
w_dst-p [4] 1 w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[5] 1= w_src-p[5] 
w_src-p wps; 
w_dst-p wps; 
w_dst-p[OJ 1 w_src-p[OJ & mask; w_dst-p[l] 1= w_src-p[l] 
w_dst-p[2] 1 w_src-p[2] & mask; w_dst-p[3] 1= w_src-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4] 1 w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[5] 1= w_src-p[S] 
w_src-p wps; 
w_dst-p wps; 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 
& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

& 

%d\n" . 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

w_dst-p[O] 1 w_src-p[O] & mask; w_dst-p[l] 1= w_src-p[l] & mask; 
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w_dst-p[2] 1= w_src-p[2] & mask; w_dst-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4] 1 w_src-p[4j & mask, w_dst-p(5) 
w_src-p wps, 
w_dst-P += wps; 
w_dst-p[O] 1= w_src-p[Ol & mask; w_dst-p[l] 
w_dst-p[2] 1 = w_src-p [2] & mask; w_dst-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4J 1 w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[5] 
w_src-p += wps; 
w_dst-P += wps; 
w_dst-p[O) 1= w_src-p[O] & mask; w_dst-p[l) 
w_dst-p[2j 1= w_src-p[2j & mask; w_dst-p[3] 
w_dst-p[4] 1= w_src-p[4] & mask; w_dst-p[5] 
break; 

case 1 : 
for (lin=O;lin<8;lin++) 
{ 

#pragma apge unrollexact=l 
#pragma apge unroll=2 

wO w_src-p[OJ; wl w_src-p[l) ; 
w2 w_src -p[2] ; w3 w_src-p[3] ; 
w4 w_src-p[4]; w5 w_src -p[5]; 
w6 w_src-p (6) ; 

#ifdef BIG_END IAN_ 
w_dst-p[O] 1 FUNSHIFT1(wO, wl) & mask; 
w_dst-p[l] 1 FUNSHIFT1(wl, w2) & mask; 
w_dst-p[2] 1 FUNSHIFT1(w2, w3) & mask; 
w_dst-p[3] 1= FUNSHIFT1(w3, w4) & mask; 
w_dst-p(4J 1= FUNSHIFT1(w4, w5) & mask; 
w_dst-p[5] 1= FUNSHIFT1(w5, w6) & mask; 

#else /* _LITTLE_END IAN_ */ 
w_dst-p[OJ 1 FUNSHIFT3 (wl, wO) & mask; 
w_dst-p[l] 1 FUNSHIFT3(w2, wl) & mask; 
w_dst-p[2j 1 FUNSHIFT3(w3, w2) & mask; 
w_dst-p[3] 1 FUNSHIFT3(w4, w3) & mask 
w_dst-Pl4] 1= FUNSHIFT3 (w5, w4) & mask 
w_dst-p[5j 1= FUNSHIFT3(w6, w5) & mask 

# end if 
w_src-p += wps; 
w_dst-p += wps; 

break; 
case 2: 

for (lin=O;lin<8;lin++) 
{ 

#pragma apge unrollexact=l 
#pragma apge unroll=2 

wO w_src-p [0) ; wl w_src-p[l]; 
w2 w_src-p[2] ; w3 w_src-p [3] ; 
w4 w_src-p [4] ; w5 w_src-p [5] ; 
w6 w_src-p [6] ; 

#ifdef _BIG_END IAN_ 

#else /* 

#endif 

w_dst-p[O] 1= FUNSHIFT2(wO, 
w_dst-p[l] 1= FUNSHIFT2(wl, 
w_dst-p[2] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w2, 
w_dst-p[3] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w3, 
w_dst-p[4] 1 FUNSHIFT2(w4, 
w_dst-p(5] 1 FUNSHIFT2 (w5, 

__ LITTLE_END IAN_ */ 
w_dst-p[O] 1= FUNSHIFT2 (wl, 
w_dst-p[l) 1= FUNSHIFT2(w2, 
w_dst-p[2] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w3, 
w_dst-p[3] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w4, 
w_dst-p[4] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w5, 
w_dst-p[5] 1= FUNSHIFT2(w6, 

w_src-p += wps; 
w_dst-p += wps; 

break; 
case 3: 

for (lin=O;lin<8;lin++) 
{ 

#pragma apge unrollexact=l 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

wl) & mask; 
w2) & mask; 
w3) & mask; 
w4) & mask; 
w5) & mask; 
w6) & mask; 

wO) & mask; 
wl) & mask; 
w2) & mask; 
w3) & mask; 
w4) & mask, 
w5) & mask; 

w_src-p[3] & mask; 
w_src-p[5] & mask; 

1= w_src-p[l] & mask; 
1= w_src-p[3] & mask; 
1= w_src-p[5] & mask; 

w_src-p[l] & mask; 
w_src-p[3j & mask; 
w_src-p[5] & mask; 
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#pragma apge unroll=2 
wO w_src-p (0] ; wI w_src-p [11 ; 
w2 w_src-p(2]; w3 w_src-p (3] ; 
w4 w_src-p[4]; w5 w_src-p[5] ; 
w6 w_src-p [6] ; 

#ifdef BIG_ENDIAN_ 
w_dst-PIO] 1 FUNSHIFT3(wO, 
w_dst-PII] 1= FUNSHIFT3(wl, 
w_dst-p [2] 1= FUNSHIFT3(w2, 
w_dst-PD] 1= FUNSHIFT3(w3, 
w_dst-P14] 1 FUNSHIFT3(w4, 
w_dst-P151 1= FUNSHIFT3(w5, 

lfelse /* _LITTLE_ENDIAN_ */ 
w_dst-PIOI 
w_dst-p(l] 
w_dst-p[2] 
w_dst-p13J 
w_dst-P14J 
w_dst-p[51 

lfendif 
w_src-p += 
w_dst-p += 

break; 

buf_src 8*wps; 
buf_dst += 8*wps; 

1= FUNSHIFTI(wl, 
I FUNSHIFTI(w2, 

1 FUNSHIFTI (w3, 
1= FUNSHIFTI(w4, 
1= FUNSHIFTI(w5, 
I FUNSHIFTl(w6, 

wps; 
wps; 

sm-p += dim_mv->stride; 

D.2 
/* 

wI) & 
w2) & 
w3) & 
w4) & 
w5) & 
w6) & 

wO) & 
wI) & 
w2) & 
w3) & 
w4) & 
w5) & 

(cl Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 
mask; 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
* prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

Philips Research Laboratories 
* Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Name subfield_mc.h 

* Author David La Hei 
* 

Date January 17, 2000 

Function Header file for 
* 
*/ 

#ifndef SUBFIELD_MC_H_INCLUDED 
#define SUBFIELD_MC_H_INCLUDED 

lfdefine BITO_MASK OxOI 
lfdefine BITl_MASK Ox02 
#define BIT2_MASK Ox04 
#define BIT3_MASK Ox08 
lfdefine BIT4_MASK OxlO 
#define BITS_MASK Ox20 
#define BIT6_MASK Ox40 
#define BIT7_MASK Ox80 

#define DMCl08_SUBFIELDS 

/* 
#define DMCI08_SUBFIELDS 

subfield_mc.c 
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#define DMC64_SUBFIELDS 
#define DMC52_SUBFIELDS 
#define BINARY_SUBFIELDS 
*/ 

#ifdef BINARY_SUBFIELDS 
/* 

* Definition of subfield scheme: 

* subfield: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
* bit: 0 2 4 6 7 5 3 1 
* weight: 1 4 16 64 128 32 8 2 
* delta t: -26 -21 -14 -8 0 7 13 19 

* Measurements (input 50Hz P): 
dt{O-4) 8.18 ms 
dt(1-4} 6.34 ms 

* dt(2-4} 4.48 ms 
dt(3-4) 2.44 ms 

* dt(4-5l 2.24 ms 
* dt(4-6l 4.20 ms 
* dt(4-7l 5.96 ms 
*/ 

#define SUBFIELDO_WEIGHT 1 
#define SUBFIELD1_WEIGHT 4 
#define SUBFIELD2_WEIGHT 16 
#define SUBFIELD3_WEIGHT 64 
#define SUBFIELD4_WEIGHT 128 
#define SUBFIELD5_WEIGHT 32 
#define SUBFIELD6_WEIGHT 8 
#define SUBFIELD7_WEIGHT 2 

#define SUBFIELDO_BIT 0 
#define SUBFIELD1_BIT 2 
#define SUBFIELD2_BIT 4 
#define SUBFIELD3_BIT 6 
#define SUBFIELD4_BIT 7 
#define SUBFIELD5_BIT 5 
#define SUBFIELD6_BIT 3 
#define SUBFIELD7_BIT 1 

#define SUBFIELDO_MASK BITO MASK 
#define SUBFIELD1_MASK BIT2_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD2_MASK BIT4_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD3_MASK BIT6_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD4_MASK BIT7_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD5_MASK BITS_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD6_MASK BIT3_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD7_MASK BIT1_MASK 

#define TEMP_ACCURACY 64 

#define SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T -26 
#define SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T -20 
#define SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T -14 
#define SUBFIELD3_DELTA_T -8 
#define SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 0 
#define SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 7 
#define SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 13 
#define SUBFIELD7_DELTA_T 19 

#define MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS 7 

#define GRPO_DELTA_T SUBFIELD3_DELTA_T 
#define GRP1_DELTA_T SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 
#define GRP2_DELTA_T SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T 
#define GRP3_DELTA_T SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 
#define GRP4_DELTA_T SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T 
#define GRP5_DELTA_T SUBFIELD7_DELTA_T 
#define GRP6_DELTA_T SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T 

#define GRPO_MASK SUBFIELD3_MASK 
#define GRP1_MASK SUBFIELD5_MASK 
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Ifdefine GRP2_MASK SUBFIELD2_MASK 
#define GRP3_MASK SUBFIELD6_MASK 
IIdefine GRP4_MASK SUBFIELD1_MASK 
Ifdefine GRP5_MASK SUBFIELD7_MASK 
Ifdefine GRP6_MASK SUBFIELDO_MASK 

lIendif 1* BINARY SUBFIELDS */ 

#ifdef DMC52_SUBFIELDS 
1* Definition of subfield scheme 

* 
* subfield: ° 1 2 3 
* bit: 7 6 5 4 
* weight: 12 8 4 1 
* delta t: -3 -2 -1 ° * 
* Measurements (input 50Hz P): 
* dt(0-3) 6.24 ms 
* dt(1-3) 4.02 ms 
* dt(2-3) 1.94 ms 
* dt(3-4) 1.92 ms 
* dt(3-S) 3.84 IDS 

* dc{3-6) 5.88 ms 
dt(3-7) 8.04 ms 

*1 
#define SUBFIELDO_WEIGHT 72 
#define SUBFIELD1_WEIGHT 48 
#define SUBFIELD2_WEIGHT 24 
#define SUBFIELD3_WEIGHT 6 
#define SUBFIELD4_WEIGHT 12 
#define SUBFIELD5_WEIGHT 24 
#define SUBFIELD6_WEIGHT 48 
#define SUBFIELD7_WEIGHT 72 

Ifdefine SUBFIELDO_BIT 7 
#define SUBFIELD1_BIT 6 
#define SUBFIELD2_BIT 5 
Ifdefine SUBFIELD3_BIT 4 
Ifdefine SUBFIELD4_BIT 3 
#define SUBFIELD5_BIT 2 
#define SUBFIELD6_BIT 1 
#define SUBFIELD7_BIT ° 

4 
3 
2 
1 

#define SUBFIELDO_MASK BIT7 _MASK 
#define SUBFIELD1_MASK BIT6_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD2_MASK BIT5_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD3_MASK BIT4_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD4_MASK BIT3_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD5_MASK BIT2_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD6_MASK BIT1_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD7_MASK BITO_MASK 

#define TEMP_ACCURACY 64 

#define SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T -20 
#define SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T -13 
#define SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T -6 
#define SUBFIELD3_DELTA_T ° #define SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 6 
#define SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 12 
#define SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 19 
#define SUBFIELD7_DELTA-T 26 

#define MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS 7 

DMC52 

5 
2 
4 
2 

#define GRPO_DELTA_T SUBFIELD7 _DELTA_T 
#define GRP1_DELTA_T SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T 
#define GRP2_DELTA_T SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 
#define GRP3_DELTA_T SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T 
jI de fine GRP4_DELTA_T SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 
jldefine GRP5_DELTA_T SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T 
jldefine GRP6_DELTA_T SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 
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ildefine GRPO_MASK SUBFIELD7_MASK 
ildefine GRP1_MASK SUBFIELDO_MASK 
ildefine GRP2_MASK SUBFIELD6_MASK 
#define GRP3_MASK SUBFIELD1_MASK 
#define GRP4_MASK SUBFIELD5_MASK 
#define GRP5_MASK SUBFIELD2_MASK 
#define GRP6_MASK SUBFIELD4_MASK 

#endif 1* DMC52_SUBFIELDS *1 

#ifdef DMC64_SUBFIELDS 
1* Definition of subfield scheme DMC64 

* subfield: ° 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
* bit: 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
* weight: 2 4 10 30 10 4 2 1 (*5 ) 

* delta t: -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

* Measurements (input SOHz P): 

* dt(0-3) 6.40 ms 

* dt(1-3) 4.44 ms 
dt(2-3) 2.36 ms 
dt(3-4) 2.44 IDS 

dt(3-S) 4.48 ms 
dt(3-6) 6.42 ms 
dt(3-7) 8.32 ms 

*1 
#define SUBFIELDO_WEIGHT 10 
#define SUBFIELD1_WEIGHT 20 
#define SUBFIELD2_WEIGHT SO 
#define SUBFIELD3_WEIGHT 150 
IIdefine SUBFIELD4_WEIGHT 50 
#define SUBFIELDS_WEIGHT 20 
#define SUBFIELD6_WEIGHT 10 
#define SUBFIELD7_WEIGHT 5 

#define SUBFIELDO_BIT 7 
II de fine SUBFIELD1_BIT 6 
#define SUBFIELD2_BIT 5 
#define SUBFIELD3_BIT 4 
#define SUBFIELD4_BIT 3 
#define SUBFIELD5_BIT 2 
#define SUBFIELD6_BIT 1 
#define SUBFIELD7_BIT ° 
#define SUBFIELDO_MASK BIT7 MASK 
#define SUBFIELD1_MASK BIT6_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD2_MASK BITS_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD3_MASK BIT4_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD4_MASK BIT3_MASK 
#define SUBFIELDS_MASK BIT2_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD6_MASK BIT1_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD7_MASK BITO_MASK 

#define TEMP_ACCURACY 64 

#define SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T -20 
#define SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T -14 
#define SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T -8 
#define SUBFIELD3_DELTA_T ° #define SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 8 
#define SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 14 
#define SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 21 
#define SUBFIELD7_DELTA_T 27 

#define MC_SUBFIELD_GRPS 7 

#define GRPO_DELTA_T SUBFIELD2 _DELTA_T 
#define GRP1_DELTA_T SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 
#define GRP2_DELTA_T SUBFIELD1_DELTA_T 
#define GRP3_DELTA_T SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 
#define GRP4_DELTA_T SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T 
#define GRP5_DELTA_T SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 
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#define GRPO_MASK SUBFIELD2_MASK 
#define GRPl_MASK SUBFIELD4_MASK 
#define GRP2_MASK SUBFIELDl_MASK 
#define GRP3_MASK SUBFIELD5_MASK 
#define GRP4_MASK SUBFIELDO_MASK 
#define GRP5_MASK SUBFIELD6_MASK 
#define GRP6_MASK SUBFIELD7_MASK 

#endif /* DMC64_SUBFIELDS */ 

#ifdef DMCI08_SUBFIELDS 
/* Definition of subfield scheme 

* 
* subfield: ° 1 2 3 4 
* bit: 7 6 5 4 3 
* weight: 2 6 18 54 18 
* delta t: -3 -2 -1 ° 1 

* Measurements (input 50Hz P) : 
dt(O-3) 6.42 IDS 

* dt(1-3) 4.42 IDS 
dt(2-3) 2.44 IDS 

dt(3-4) 2.52 IDS 
* dt(3 5) 4.52 ms 
* dt(3-6) 6.44 IDS 

dt(3-7) 8.34 ms 
*/ 

#define SUBFIELDO_WEIGHT 2*3 
#define SUBFIELDl_WEIGHT 6*3 
#define SUBFIELD2_WEIGHT 18*3 
#define SUBFIELD3_WEIGHT 54*3 
#define SUBFIELD4_WEIGHT 18*3 
#define SUBFIELD5_WEIGHT 6*3 
#define SUBFIELD6_WEIGHT 2*3 
#define SUBFIELD7_WEIGHT 1*3 

#define SUBFIELDO_BIT 7 
#define SUBFIELDl_BIT 6 
#define SUBFIELD2_BIT 5 
#define SUBFIELD3_BIT 4 
#define SUBFIELD4_BIT 3 
#define SUBFIELD5_BIT 2 
#define SUBFIELD6_BIT 1 
#define SUBFIELD7_BIT ° 
#define SUBFIELDO_MASK BIT7_MASK 
#define SUBFIELDl_MASK BIT6_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD2_MASK BIT5_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD3_MASK BIT4_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD4_MASK BIT3_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD5_MASK BIT2_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD6_MASK BITl_MASK 
#define SUBFIELD7_MASK BITO_MASK 

#define TEMP-ACCURACY 64 

#define SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T -21 
#define SUBFIELDl_DELTA_T -14 
#define SUBFIELD2 DELTA_T -8 
#define SUBFIELD3_DELTA_T ° 
#define SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 8 
#define SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 14 
#define SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 21 
#define SUBFIELD7_DELTA~T 27 

DMCI08 

5 
2 
6 
2 

#define GRPO_DELTA_T SUBFIELD2_DELTA_T 
#define GRPl_DELTA_T SUBFIELD4_DELTA_T 
#define GRP2_DELTA-T SUBFIELDl_DELTA_T 
#define GRP3_DELTA_T SUBFIELD5_DELTA_T 
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#define GRP4_DELTA_T SUBFIELDO_DELTA_T 
#define GRP5_DELTA_T SUBFIELD6_DELTA_T 
#define GRP6_DELTA_T SUBFIELD7_DELTA_T 

#define GRPO_MASK SUBFIELD2_MASK 
#define GRP1_MASK SUBFIELD4_MASK 
lIdefine GRP2_MASK SUBFIELD1_MASK 
#define GRP3_MASK SUBFIELD5_MASK 
#define GRP4_MASK SUBFIELDO_MASK 
#define GRP5_MASK SUBFIELD6_MASK 
#define GRP6_MASK SUBFIELD7_MASK 

#endif /* DMCI08_SUBFIELDS */ 

extern void set_simulation_vector_field( 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv, 
Tdim dim_mv); 

extern void set_subfield_scheme( 
unsigned char *data); 

extern void subfield_mc_ref( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src. 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst. 
Tdim *dim_rgbp, 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv, 
Tdim *dim_mv); 

extern void subfield_mc_vl( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src. 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim *dim_rgbp. 
Tbuf_mv *buf_mv. 
Tdim *dim_mv); 
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E Source code of sub field generation 

E.1 subfield_gen.c 
1* 

(c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 

* 
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

'" 
Philips Research Laboratories 

* Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Name subfield_gen.c 

* Author David La Hei 
* 
'" Date January 17, 2000 

'" 
'" Function Generation of subfields 

History 
99-05-11 Initial version 

*1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#include <ops/custom_defs.h> 

#include "types.h" 
#include "subfield_gen.h" 

1* 

for PDP. 

ub-pack[O .. 3] and ub_transpose4x4 macro's, borrowed from powerops 
of Gerben Hekstra. 

*/ 
#ifdef _B I G_END IAN_ 
#define ub-pack3(aO, aL a2, a3) MERGELSB(MERGELSB(aO, a2) , MERGELSB(al, 
#define ub-pack2(aO, aI, a2, a3) MERGEMSB(MERGELSB(aO, a2) , MERGELSB (a1, 
#define ub-packl(aO, ai, a2, a3) MERGELSB(MERGEMSB(aO, a2) , MERGEMSB (aI, 
#define ub-packO(aO, aI, a2. a3) MERGEMSB (MERGEMSB (aO. a2) , MERGEMSB (aI, 
#else /* _LITTLE_ENDIAN_ *1 
#define ub-packO(aO. al. a2, a3) MERGELSB(MERGELSB(a3, al) , MERGELSB(a2, 
#define ub-packl(aO, aI, a2, a3) MERGEMSB(MERGELSB(a3, all, MERGELSB(a2, 
#define ub-pack2(aO, aI, a2, a3) MERGELSB(MERGEMSB(a3, all, MERGEMSB(a2, 
#define ub-pack3{aO. a1, a2, a3) MERGEMSB(MERGEMSB(a3, al) , MERGEMSB(a2, 
#endif 

#define ub_transpose4x4(p-yO, p_yl, p-y2, p_y3, xO, xl, x2, x3) \ 
{ \ 

* (p-yO) 
* (p-yl) 
'" (p-y2 ) 
* (p-y3l 

ub-packO{xO, xl, x2, x3); \ 
ub-packl{xO, xl, x2, x3); \ 
ub-pack2(xO, xl, x2, x3); \ 
ub-pack3(xO, xl, x2, x3); \ 

#define bitmergeodd4(x,yl ««x) « 4) & OxfOfOfOfO) 
#define bitmergeodd2(x,y) ««x) « 2) & Oxcccccccc) 
#define bitmergeoddl(x,y) ««x) « 1) & Oxaaaaaaaa) 

«y) & OxOf Of Of Of») 
«y) & Ox33333333)) 
«y) & Ox55555555)l 

a3) ) 
a3) ) 
a3) ) 
a3) ) 

aO) ) 
aO) ) 
aO) ) 
aO) ) 

#define bitmergeeven4(x,y) «(xl & OxfOfOfOfO) 
#define bitmergeeven2(x,y) «(xl & Oxcccccccc) 
#define bitmergeeven1(x,y) «(x) & Oxaaaaaaaa) 

«(y) » 4) & OxOf Of Of Of)) 
«(yl »2) & Ox33333333)) 
«(y) » 1) & Ox55555555)) 

/'" 
'" Name: subfield_gen_vl 

'" Description: Subfield generation. This function is 
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optimized . .. 
.. Pixels: AO Al A2 A3 BO B1 B2 B3 B4 CO C1 C2 C3 ... .. X --> .. 
.. Big endian: 

.. w_src-p[O) 

.. w_src-p[2] 

.. w_src-p[4] 
* w_src-p[6] 

* 

[AO Al A2 A3] 
[CO C1 C2 C3) 
[EO E1 E2 E3] 
[GO G1 G2 G3] 

w_src-p[l] 
w_src-p[3] 
w_src-p(5] 
w_src-p[7j 

[BO B1 B2 B3] 
[DO 01 D2 03] 
(FO F1 F2 F3) 
(HO HI H2 H3] 

* wO [AO CO EO GO] 
* wI [AI CI E1 Gl] 
* w2 [A2 C2 E2 G2) 
* w3 (A3 C3 E3 G3] 

* 
.. w4 [BO DO FO HO] 
* w5 [B1 01 F1 HI] 
* w6 (B2 02 F2 H2J 
* w7 [B3 D3 F3 H3J 

* w04_b74 (AO(7-4) BO(7-4) CO(7-4) 00(7-4) EO(7-4) 
* w15_b74 [A1(7-4) Bl(7-4) Cl(7-4) Dl(7-4) El(7-4) 
.. w26_b74 (A2(7-4) B2(7-4) C2(7-4) D2 (7-4) E2(7-4) 
* w37_b74 [A3(7-4) B3(7-4) C3(7-4) 03(7-4) E3(7-4) 

.. w0246_b76 [AO (7-6) A2{7-6) BO(7-6) B2{7-6) 
* w1357_b76 

* *w_dst_s7-p 
* *w_dst_s6-p .. 

(A1(7-6) A3(7-6) B1(7-6) B3(7-6) 

[AO(7) A1(7) A2(7) A3(7) BO(7) B1(7) 
[AO(6) A1(6) A2(6) A3(6) BO(6) Bl(6) 

* Little endian: 
* ====~~======== 
'* w_src-p[O] [A3 A2 Al AO] w_src-p[lj [B3 B2 
* w_src -p[2J [C3 C2 C1 CO] w_src-p(3] (D3 02 
* w_src-p[4) [E3 E2 E1 EO) w_src-p(5J [F3 F2 
* w_src-p('6) [G3 G2 G1 GO) w_src-p(7] [H3 H2 .. 
* wO [GO EO CO AO] 
* wI [G1 E1 C1 All 
* w2 [G2 E2 C2 A21 
'* w3 (G3 G3 C3 A3] 
* 
* w4 (HO FO DO BOJ 
.. w5 [HI F1 01 BlJ 
* w6 [H2 F2 02 B2) 
* w7 [H3 F3 D3 B3] 

* w04 - b74 [GO(7-4) HO(7-4) EO(7-4) FO(7-4) CO(7-4) 
* w15_b74 [G1(7-4) HI(7-4) E1(7-4) F1(7-4) C1(7-4) 
* w26_b74 [G2 (7-4) H2(7-4) E2(7-4) F2(7-4) C2(7-4) 
* w37_b74 [G3(7-4) H3(7-4) E3 (7-4) F3(7-4) C3(7-4) 

* w0246_b76 [GO (7-6) G2(7-6) HO(7-6) H2(7-6) 
* w1357_b76 

* "w_dst_s7-p 
.. *w_dst_s6-p 

* and so on ... 

*/ 

[G1(7-6) G3(7-6) HI(7-6) H3(7-6) 

[GO(7) Gl(7) G2(7) G3(7) HO(7) H1(7) 
[GO(6) G1(6) G2(6) G3(6) HO(7) H1(7) 

FO(7-4) 
Fl(7-4) 
F2(7-4) 
F3(7-4) 

Bl BO] 
D1 DO] 
F1 FO) 
HI HO) 

00(7-4) 
01{7-4) 
02(7-4) 
03(7-4) 

GO(7-4) 
Gl(7-4) 
G2(7-4) 
G3(7-4) 

AO (7-4) 
Al(7-4) 
A2(7-4) 
A3(7-4) 

void subfield_gen_v1( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
Tdim "dim_rgbp) 

/* source frame; RGB-packed format */ 

int nol, wp1, wps; 
int line, pix, sf_i; 

/* destination frame; RGB-packed format */ 
/* structure containing frame dimensions */ 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

HO(7-4)] 
H1(7-4)] 
H2(7-4)] 
H3(7-4)] 

BO(7-4)J 
B1(7-4») 
B2 (7-4) ] 
B3(7-4)] 
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Tpixe132 wO, wI, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_src-p; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_dst_s7-p, *restrict w_dst_s6-p; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_dst_s5-p, *restrict w_dst_s4-p; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_dst_s3-p. *restrict w_dst_s2-p; 
Tpixe132 *restrict w_dst_sl-p. *restrict w_dst_sO-p; 
int offset_s7, offset_s6, offset_s5, offset_s4; 
int offset_s3, offset_s2. offset_sl, offset_sO; 

Tpixe132 *buf_src; 
Tpixe132 *buf_dst_s7, *buf_dst_s6, *buf_dst_s5, *buf_dst_s4; 
Tpixe132 *buf_dst_s3, *buf_dst_s2, *buf_dst_sl, *buf_dst_sO; 

Tpixe132 w04_b74, w15_b74, w26_b74, w37_b74; 
Tpixe132 w04_b30, w15_b30, w26_b30, w37_b30; 
Tpixe132 w0246_b76, w1357_b76; 
Tpixe132 w0246_b54, w1357_b54; 
Tpixe132 w0246_b32, w1357_b32; 
Tpixe132 w0246_bl0, w1357_bl0; 

wpl dim_rgbp->pix I sizeof{Tpixe132); 
wps dim_rgbp->stride I sizeof(Tpixe132); 
nol dim_rgbp->lin; 

offset_s6 
offset s6 
offset_s5 
offset_s5 
offset_s4 
offset_s4 
offset_s3 
offset_s3 
offset_s2 
offset_s2 
offset_sl 
offset_s1 
offset_sa 
offset_sO 

buf_dst_s7 
buf_dst_s6 
buf_dst_s5 
buf_dst_s4 
buf_dst s3 
buf_dst_ s2 
buf_dst sl 
buf_dst_sO 

= 1* (dim_rgbp->pix/8) ; 
-= offset_s6%4; 

2* (dim_rgbp->pix/8) ; 
offset_s5%4; 

3* (dim_rgbp->pix/8) ; 
-= offset_s4%4; 
: 4*(dim_rgbp->pix/8); 
-: offset_s3%4; 
= 5*(dim_rgbp->pix/8); 
-: offset_s2%4; 

6*(dim_rgbp->pix/8); 
offset_sl%4; 

7*(dim_rgbp->pix/8); 
offset_sO%4 ; 

(Tpixe132 *) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 *) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 * ) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 * ) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 * ) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 * ) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 * ) (buf_rgbp_dst 
(Tpixe132 *) (buf_rgbp_dst 

for (line=O; line<nol; line++) 
{ 

for (pix=O; pix<3*wpl; pix+=8) 
{ 

sf_i pix 
w_dst_s7-p 
w_dst_s6-p 
w_dst_s5-p 
w_dst_s4-p 
w_dst_s3-p 
w_dst_s2-p 
w_dst_sl-p 
w_dst_sO-p 

&buf_src [pix) ; 

» 3; 
&buf_dst_s7[sf_i); 
&buf_dst_s6[sf_il; 
&buf_dst_s5(sf_il; 
&buf_dst_s4[sf_il; 
&buf_dst_s3[sf_iJ; 
&buf_dst_s2[sf_il; 
&buf_dst_sl[sf_i); 
&buf_dst_sO(sf_i); 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

3*offset_s7) ; 
3*offset_s6) ; 
3 *offset_s5) ; 
3 *offset_s4) ; 
3*offset_s3); 
3*offset_s2) ; 
3*offset _sl) ; 
3*offset_sO) ; 

ub_transpose4x4(&wO, &wl, &w2, &w3, w_src-p[O) , w_src-p[21, w_src-p(4) , 
w_src-p(6j) ; 

ub_transpose4x4(&w4, &w5, &w6, &w7, w_src-p[lj, w_src-p[3], w_src-p[5] , 
w_src-p[7]) ; 
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w0246_b76 
w0246~54 

w0246_b32 
w0246_b10 

w1357_b76 
w1357_b54 
w1357_b32 
w1357_b10 

bitmergeeven4(wO, w4); 
bitmergeodd4(wO, w4); 

bitmergeeven4(w1, w5); 
bitmergeodd4(w1, w5); 

bitmergeeven4(w2, w6); 
bitmergeodd4(w2, w6); 

bitmergeeven4(w3, w7); 
bitmergeodd4(w3. w7); 

bitmergeeven2(w04_b74, w26_b74); 
bitmergeodd2(w04_b74. w26_b74); 
bitmergeeven2(w04_b30. w26_b30); 
bitmergeodd2(w04_b30, w26_b30); 

bitmergeeven2(w15_b74, w37_b74); 
bitmergeodd2(w15_b74, w37_b74); 
bitmergeeven2(w15_b30. w37_b30); 
bitmergeodd2(w15_b30, w37_b30); 

*w_dst_s7.J) 
*w_dst_s6.J) 
*w_dst_s5.J) 
*w_dst_s4.J) 
*w_dst_s3.J) 
*w_dst_s2.J) 
*w_dst_s1.J) 
*w_dst_sO.J) 

bitmergeeven1(w0246_b76, w1357_b76); 
bitmergeodd1(w0246_b76. w1357_b76); 
bitmergeeven1(w0246_b54, w1357_b54); 
bitmergeoddl(w0246_b54, w1357_b54); 
bitmergeeven1(w0246_b32, w1357_b32); 
bitmergeodd1(w0246_b32, w1357_b32J; 
bitmergeeven1(w0246_b10, w1357_b10); 
bitmergeodd1(w0246_b10, w1357_b10); 

} 

buf_src wps; 
buf _dst_s7 += wps; 
bUf_dst_s6 += wps; 
buf_dst_s5 += wps; 
buf _dst_s4 += wps; 
buf_dst_s3 += wps; 
buf_dst_s2 += wps; 
buf - dst - s1 wpS; 
buf_dst sO += wps; 

E.2 subfield_gen.h 

/* 
(c) Copyright 2000 Philips Electronics N.V. 
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is 
prohibited without the written consent of the copyright owner. 

Philips Research Laboratories 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

* Name 

Author David La Hei 

Date January 17, 2000 
* 
* Function Header file for subfield_gen.c 

*/ 

#ifndef SUBFIELD_GEN_H_INCLUDED 
#define SUBFIELD_GEN_H_INCLUDED 

extern void subfield_gen_vl( 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_src, 
Tpixe18 *buf_rgbp_dst, 
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